1. Introduction
§ 1.1: The case
Economic history is first and foremost concerned with the question why some countries are
poor, while others are wealthy. Nowadays there exist huge wealth and income gaps between
nations and within nations. This income gap has grown largely since the Industrial Revolution
took off on the British Isles. Since ‘successful’ economies at one time started to participate in
this revolution, their GDP per capita rates have risen sharply, while other economies which
did not participate remained “at or near Malthusian levels.”1 How can it be that some
economies remain poor, while others became rich?
To this end, it can be helpful to compare the progress of countries which were initially
similar, but eventually arrived at divergent outcomes. Argentina and Australia are two such
countries, as in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century they shared many
characteristics: huge land to labor ratios, meaning that the wage level was relatively high;
abundant natural resources; strong reliance on the exports of primary goods and import of
finished goods; dependence on British capital; relatively rich as measured in GDP per capita;
a strong European immigration influx combined with a fragile native population; inheritance
of European institutions; distant from Europe; and vast in terms of size.2 In short, they were
settler societies.3 Moreover, there is a specific similarity. Both Australia and Argentina are
countries on the southern hemisphere, meaning that they have inverse seasons compared to
Europe, which provided an outlet for seasonal products once the transport revolution and
improvement in refrigeration techniques were under way.4
Despite the initial similarities, Argentina started to diverge from Australia and the other
settler societies as well as the rest of the developed world, in this case the ten richest
economies in the world. In the global rankings of 1912, Argentina occupied the ninth place as
measured in GDP per capita.5 Scholars from different disciplines have diverse hypotheses as
to why Argentina failed to continue its admirable economic growth from the first part of the
twentieth century. A recent example of such a study is: ¿Por qué Argentina no fue Australia?
6
Una hipótesis sobre un cambio de rumbo, by Gerchunoff and Fajgelbaum (hereafter, GF). The
1 Lucas, R.E. (Jr.) ‘Trade and the diffusion of the Industrial Revolution’ NBER Working Paper No. 13286 (Cambridge Massachusetts, August 2007) 2. An example of
persistent poverty: according to a recent FAO estimate, one-sixth of the global population suffers from hunger. See: http://www.fao.org/news/story/en/item/20568/icode/
Looked at on June 29, 2009.
2 Argentina and Australia are not only relatively large as regards to their population density, also in absolute figures are they large. They occupy the eight and sixth place in
terms of land size. As to the relative richness, both countries were indeed rich in terms of GDP per capita.
3 Denoon, D. Settler Capitalism. The Dynamics of Dependent Development in the Southern Hemisphere. (Oxford 1983) 1-16; Willebald, H. ‘Distribution, Specialization
and Economic Performance in Settler Societies, 1870-2000’ pp 1-37. Draft paper, used with permission. This paper builded on the Willebald, H. and Bértola L. ‘Distribution,
Structural Change and Economic Performance in Settler Societies, 1870-2000’ paper presented at: Session 97 “Settler Economies in World History” XIV International
Economic History Congress Helsinki-Finaland 21-25 August 2006 (Helsinki 2006) pp: 1-18. These three scholars are but a few scholars associated with the research of
settler societies. Although the terms for settler society may differ from author to author, they have written works on the economic development of these types of economies:
Other settler societies were: Canada; South Africa; several frontier states of the US in the nineteenth century, like California; Uruguay, New Zealand, and Chile.
4 Refrigeration and agriculture see: Bértola, L. and Porcile G. ‘Rich and Enpoverished Cousins: Economic Performance and Income Distribution in Southern Settler
Societies’ paper presented at: XIII International Economic History Congress Buenos Aires, July 2002. Session 30. “Modern Economic Growth and Distribution in Asia, Latin
America and the European Periphery” (Buenos Aires 2002) 13-16., On the transport revolution, one could read chapter 5 of: Kemp, T. Historical Patterns of Industrialization
(New York 1978) 48-65. In the context of the comparison, the next quote from page 61 is quite useful: “Primary producing areas were opened up throughout the world as
foreign, mainly British, capital built railways into the interior, improved harbours and port facilities and thrust them on to the historical stage as the purveyors of raw
materials and foodstuffs, outlets for the manufactured goods of the advanced countries and debtors of the financial centres of Europe.”
5 To give an example: whilst Argentina in 1912 occupied the 9th place as measured in GDP per capita, in 1974 this figure had declined towards the 26th place; whereas in
2000, Argentina occupied the 36th place.
1912: 1 New Zealand, 2 United States, 3 Australia, 4 United Kingdom, 5 Canada, 6 Switzerland, 7 Belgium, 8 The Netherlands, 9 Argentina, 10 Denmark. Notice that the
first three positions are occupied by settler societies. In 1974, both countries had fallen: , Argentina 26th, Australia 11th place. In the year 2000 however, Argentina occupied
the 36th ,place, while Australia had not moved much, occupying the 10th place. All these are based on the Maddison’s time-series of 2003.
6 Pablo Gerchunoff y Pablo Fajgelbaum, Por qué Argentina no fue Australia? Una hipótesis sobre un cambio de rumbo. (Buenos Aires 2006). The title can be translated as:
‘Why didn’t Argentina follow Australia? A hypothesis on a change of course.’
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graph below illustrates this divergence as it represents the GDP per capita for both Argentina
and Australia.7 It is clear that in terms of GDP per capita rates, Argentina started to diverge
from its hemispherical counterpart during the middle 1970s. Aside from the structural causes
behind this, there are also proximate causes, such as the world wide oil crisis in 1973 and the
coup in Argentina of 1975.
Figure 1: GDP per capita rates for Argentina and Australia.

Source: Maddison, A. Historical Statistics for the World Economy: 1-2003 AD. Available at:
http://www.ggdc.net/.

Of particular relevance to economic development is the fact that Argentina and Australia in
their initial phases, were economically dependent on the exports of primary products and the
influx of foreign capital. Many economists, including Jeffrey Sachs, consider having an
abundance of raw materials - whether they are agricultural or mineral - to be a curse.8 These
economists blame the mediocre to poor performance of contemporary economies on being too
dependent on the export of primary products. Many of these countries lack a substantial
manufacturing base, which causes them to have more or less homogeneous economies.
Sharing these characteristics with contemporary malfunctioning economies, the comparison
between Argentina and Australia makes for an interesting case. Australia managed to become
and remain one of the OECD countries, while Argentina, initially part of the ten richest
countries measured in GDP per capita, has by the turn of the century (2000) fallen to the 36th
place in the world ranking.9 It is argued here that an economy cannot perpetually remain
wealthy by solely exporting primary products. Therefore, at some point in the development of
7 Derived from the Maddison data 2003. The values are in 1990 Geary-Khamis dollars.
8 Two example: 1) Rodríguez F. and Sachs, J.D. “Why do Resource-Abundant Economies Grow more Slowly?” in: Journal of Economic Growth vol 4 (September 1999) pp:
277-303., 2) Sachs, J.D. and Warner, A.M. “Natural Resources and Economic Development. The curse of natural resources” in: European Economic Review vol 45 (2001)
pp: 827-838.
9 See footnote 5. Maddison 2003.
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an economy, a structural change must take place that brakes the pattern of predominantly
producing primary products for exports.
Central to this thesis therefore, will be the analysis of the structural causes of the
Argentine divergence in the manufacturing industries.10 Other questions are derivative and
connected to that question, such as the concern of the timing of the structural causes which
triggered the processes behind this divergence. These derivative questions serve as indicators
to the main theme. As will be elaborated in section 1.3, this comparison between Argentina
and Australia will focus on their respective manufacturing industries. In short, the benefit of
an analysis on this sector is that it captures crucial determinants like technology, capital
deepening, and productivity growth. However, first the method of investigation will be
discussed.
§ 1.2: The Comparative Method
In order to investigate why, when, and how Argentina started to diverge from its cousin, the
comparative method will be employed.
Comparative History is concerned with the “big questions”, unlike most other historic
works.11 Typical historic research often focuses in great detail to a specific phenomenon, in a
particular space, in a well-defined period of time. Although the results thus acquired may be
very accurate, they are almost always in danger of being more or less irrelevant to larger
historic patterns, due to their particularity. Therefore, the comparative method generalizes
certain key historical patterns in order to gain relevancy for academic debates and further
inquiry. On the other hand, economists and other social scientist often tend to overlook the
complexities associated with “causation”.12 The economist W.W. Rostow made this clear in
his analysis on economic growth.13
Certainly, the rise and fall of economic societies fits into the picture of relevant
investigation. Especially for two countries which control the sixth (Australia) and eight
(Argentina) largest landmasses in the world. Furthermore, both countries were once in the top
twenty-five of richest nations as measured by GDP per capita, and Australia up till this day
still is. Moreover, like many developing countries today, they lived of the exports of primary
products; linking their economic trajectories with contemporary developing nations. These
factors make the comparative analysis between Argentina and Australia relevant and
desirable.14
Nevertheless, there are some preconditions when starting a comparative analysis. For
example, the so-called ‘units of analysis’ - in this case Argentina and Australia - must share
(more or less) similar characteristics in order for the comparison to be sensible. As
demonstrated in the first section, both countries were comparable at the former turn of the
10 The term ‘divergence’ is borrowed from: Pomeranz, K., The Great Divergence. China, Europe and the Making of the Modern World Economy (Princeton 2000). In this
book Pomeranz has analyzed why Europe started the process of sustained economic development and not Europe. He investigated why China and the rest of South and East
Asia started to deviate economically from Western Europe. Since this work by Pomeranz, many economists and economic historians have used the term ‘divergence’ if, and
when, they are investigating deviating economic trajectories between two or more cases.
11 Mahoney J. and Rueschemeyer, D. ‘Comparative Historical Analysis. Achievements and Agendas’ in: Mahoney J. and Rueschemeyer D. (eds) Comparative Historical
Analysis in the Social Sciences (Cambridge 2003) 7.
12 Ragin, C.C. The Comparative Method. Moving beyond Qualitative and Quantitative Strategies (Los Angeles 1987).
13 Rostow, W.W. The Stages of Economic Growth. A Non-Communist Manifesto (Cambridge 1967) 19-21. Rostow explains how an economist of the late 1950s might say to
a historian that the problem of economic growth might be very simple. A society merely needs (needed) to raise its investment level above a certain level in order to achieve
sustained growth. Rostow than explains that these economists failed to see that in order to get to that point, some further, in-depth analysis was needed. An analysis which a
historian might provide.
14 Ragin, The Comparative Method 5-7. Not only are analyses of ‘big questions’ more desirable, because of their relevancy, it is furthermore easier to work with ‘macrosocial units’, such as societies and economies. Especially for comparativists who are qualitatively oriented, like the author of this thesis, “also seek to interpret specific
experiences and trajectories of specific countries.” “That is, they are interested in the cases themselves, their different historical experiences in particular, not simply in
relations between variables characterizing broad categories of cases. This interest reinforces the tendency to use macrosocial attributes in explanatory statements.”
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centuries. In addition, a comparative analysis requires a clearly defined outcome.15 The
outcome here will be defined as follows. “The ultimate economic divergence of Argentina in
the mid-1970s vis-à-vis Australia in terms of GDP per capita according to the time-series
composed by Angus Maddison in 2003.”16
As causality is a prime concern for comparative historians, the focus will be on the
structural origins behind the divergence.17 Therefore, an analysis of certain quantifiable
indicators will follow. For example, labor productivity levels in the manufacturing sector will
be compared. The quantifiable elements allow for generalizing statements over Argentina and
Australia. However, since important understanding of the causation cannot be captured by
stylized facts flowing from generalizing quantitative analysis, a qualitative investigation of
the literature on both countries will follow. Comparative historians stretch the importance of
combining the generalizing nature that quantitative analysis provides, with the holistic
understanding of qualitative research. A typical attribute of qualitative research is its caseoriented nature. Therefore, an investigation of the inner workings of both societies will be
discussed as well: political, cultural and socio-economic institutions and their development
over time are placed in their geographical surroundings.18
In essence, there are four types of comparative analyses: individualizing, universal,
variation-finding, and encompassing comparisons. These four types have been recognized by
Charles Tilly.19 Although this thesis is ultimately an encompassing comparison, its emphasis
will be to investigate the variations. This is reasonable when one investigates a divergence as
an outcome. Both countries started out relatively similar but became different, i.e. Argentina
diverged. Central to this thesis will thus be the exploration of the origins of this economic
deviation.20 At its core, the comparison schematically looks like the illustration below:
similar start
(units of analysis match)

→

process/trajectory
(variations occur )

→

divergence
(outcome; units of analysis differ)

§ 1.3: The benefits of manufacturing
The proposition of this thesis, and of other scholars, is that the divergence is rooted in
different manufacturing trajectories. Therefore, these differing paths will be the center of
attention in this thesis.21 The choice for this part of the economy is relatively simple. Though
the comparison between Argentina and Australia is far from original, the focus on
manufacturing industries is. Former comparisons were either concerned with primary product
exports or with the economies as a whole. Essential to all definitions is the emphasis on the
productive side of this economic activity. Hence, manufacturing in this thesis will be defined

15 Mahoney and Rueschemeyer ‘Comparative Historical Analysis.’ 8.
16 Ragin, The Comparative Method 7-9 (units of analysis), Ragin, C.C. ‘The Logic of the Comparative Method and The Algebra of Logic’ in: Journal of Quantitative
Anthropology nr 1 (1989) 375-377. Remember that Argentina not only diverged vis-à-vis Australia but also as regards to the other settler societies and the OECD countries.
17 Mahoney and Rueschemeyer ‘Comparative Historical Analysis.’ 10.
18 Ragin, ‘The Logic of the Comparative Method and The Algebra of Logic’ 375-377.
19 Tilly, C. Big Structures, Large Processes, Huge Comparisons (New York 1984) 82-83. (1) An individualizing comparison contrasts “a small number of cases in order to
grasp the peculiarities of each case.” (2) An universal comparisons “aims to establish that every instance of a phenomenon follows essentially the same rule.” (3) A variationfinding comparisons seeks to “establish a principle of variation in the character or intensity of a phenomenon by examining systematic differences between instances.” (4) An
encompassing comparison “places different instances at various locations within the same system, on the way to explaining their characteristics as a function of their varying
relationships to the system as a whole.”
20 If the analysis would have been concerned with two economies that started from a differing vantage point but converged at one point in time, than this thesis would have
emphasized the universalizing elements.
21 Barbero, M.I. and Rocchi, F. ‘Industry’ in: Della Paolerea, G. and Taylor, A.M. (eds) A New Economic History of Argentina (Cambridge 2003) 262: “The absence of
successful industrialization is seen – by quite a number of scholars – as one of the roots of Argentina’s stagnation.”
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as: the mechanized production of goods.22 Furthermore, manufacturing knows subdivisions of
its own: the metal sector, the chemical sector, the textile sector, etc.
Particularly the productive aspect of manufacturing is important for substantial economic
growth. In the UNCTAD report of 2006 on the development of so-called LDCs (least
developed countries), the lack of these countries’ “productive capacities” is seen as the central
problem of their sustained poverty. The authors of the report see “a need for a paradigm shift
which places the development of productive capacities at the heart of national and
international policies to promote development and poverty reduction in the LDCs.” With
every new step in the development of these aforementioned capacities, more momentum is
gathered in the “domestic resource mobilization”. In this way, these economies are ever more
able to finance their own economic development, reducing their dependence on the external
world. Furthermore, LDC’s are more likely to economically compete on the world markets
once their productive capacities are developed, leaving them more independent on preferential
market access. 23
Examining the productive policies in Argentina and Australia therefore might have a dual
advantage. The Argentine divergence might be made sensible, while at the same time the
contemporary developing economies might benefit from this experience by preventing the
mistakes made in Argentine economic development. Nevertheless, an individualized
assessment of each situation will always be necessary.24
Basically, the manufacturing sector has four principal advantages over other economic
sectors to stimulate economic growth and development. Firstly, manufacturing offers a
diversification of an economy, which reduces the risk of being too dependent on one
particular range of economic activities. This diversification that manufacturing provides even
promotes further economic diversification in the service sectors. Secondly, it has a great
capacity to provide employment for wage-laborers. Thirdly, it gives a boost to an economy’s
productivity, i.e., it adds value to raw materials. Lastly, manufacturing works as a stimulus for
technology through spillover and linkages effects. These four advantages will be further
elaborated below.25
To start, a strong argument for diversifying away from agriculture are the cyclical swings
within this sector. In the words of Reinhert: “Since demand [for agricultural products] does
often not move in sync with production, agricultural commodities often experience huge price
fluctuations.” The effects of this principle are such, that in specific cases, the total value of a
year with bad harvests might be higher than years with good harvests. Control over
production processes are at a minimum in agriculture, because much of it is left to the forces
of nature; while in manufacturing, human control on production processes is unmistakably
higher. This relative inability to manipulate the production process in agriculture limits
possibilities for farmers to acquire sufficient economic clout to manipulate selling prices to
their benefit. Since most of the agricultural production process is out of the hands of humans,
it is also unthinkable to double wages. Labor in this sector is typically unskilled, and this type

22 Hornby, A.S., Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary of Current English, fifth edition (Oxford 1995) 715: “manufacture [..] 1 to make goods on a large scale using
machinery”; Macmillan English dictionary for advanced learners (London 2002) 871: “manufacturing […] the business of making goods in large quantities in a factory.”;
Websters, N., McKechnie, J.L. Webster’s New Twentieth Century Dictionary of the English Language. Unabridged, second edition 1098: manufacture “1 The making of
goods and articles by hand or, especially, by machinery, often on a large scale and with division of labor. 2 anything so made; manufactured product. 3 the making of
something in any way, especially when regarded as merely mechanical. Syn. –production, fabrication, composition, construction, manipulation, molding.” Manufacturing: “1.
employed in making goods; as, a manufacturing company. 2. relating to manufacture; as manufacturing interests.”
23 United Nations Conference on Trade and Development, The Least Developed Countries Report 2006. Developing Productive Capacities (Geneva 2006) I.
24 Ibidem, III: “National and international policies to develop productive capacities in thee LDCs should prioritize the relaxing of key constraints on capital accumulation,
technological progress and structural change. The identification of key constraints needs to be done on a country-by-country basis.”
25 These four advantages are derived from: Reinhert, E.S. How Rich Countries got Rich… and Why Poor Countries Stay Poor (London 2007).
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of labor is abound in developing economies. Therefore, the general wage-level will remain
low in a predominantly agricultural society. 26
Secondly, this diversification away from the primary sector also serves as an additional
source for employment and it is often stated that only manufacturing is able to provide
season-independent vocations for a rural labor force.27 Nevertheless, a serious comment must
be placed. Manufacturing sectors nowadays are likely to run along capital-intensive, rather
than labor-intensive paths. When this is the case, the direct employing effect of the
manufacturing sector is seriously diminished.28 At any rate, it must be taken into account that
Argentina and Australia were characterized – especially in the initial phases – by relative
labor shortages, a defining characteristic of immigrant societies. Still, for developing
economies it might be more beneficial to opt for more labor-intensive variants, as a working
population causes advantageous income distribution effects, which in turn stimulate the
domestic market through a change in the domestic demand structure.29 In time, a blooming,
high-tech manufacturing sector is a stimulus for advanced service industries.30 These
employment spillover-effects into the advanced services are mentioned by Guerrieri and
Melicani in 2005, but these effects were already recognized in 1966. As a matter of fact,
under modern, capital–intensive technology, the contribution of manufacturing to
employment is rather indirect.31
The third argument, manufacturing boosts overall productivity; is an extension of the
above arguments. The defining trait of primary products – agricultural, pastoral, mineral, or
other – is that they are not or slightly elaborated products. Here is where the importance of
manufacturing lies. In the elaborating process, value is added to a raw material.
“The fundamental idea here – that a finished product might cost ten to a hundred times the price of
the raw material needed for the product – would recur for centuries in European literature.
Between raw materials and the finished product lies the multiplier: an industrial product
32
demanding knowledge, mechanization technology.”

Manufacturing as well as advanced service industries benefit from the fact that when
production is expanded, cost developments decrease. It enjoys increasing returns to scale.
Therefore, manufacturing enterprises need large markets to flourish,33 and that is why the
employing effects of manufacturing mentioned above work as a further stimulus for the
sector.34

26 Reinhert, E.S. How Rich Countries got Rich… and Why Poor Countries Stay Poor (London 2007) 159-160., Joseph Stiglitz argues in the same way in his book: Stiglitz,
J.E. Making Globalization Work (New York 2007).
27 Reinhert, How Rich Countries got Rich 159-160.
28 Baer, W. Herve, M.E.A. ‘Employment and Industrialization in Developing Countries’ in: The Quarterly Journal of Economics, vol 80, no 1 (Feb 1966) pp: 88-107. Baer
and Herve argued that skilled-labor has been determined to be the short-term determining force of effective (total) labor supply. Once the skilled labor stock has increased,
more capital-intense production is beneficial for an (developing) economy.
29 Ibidem, 88-107. This labor-intensive variant therefore needs protective measures.
30 Willebald, H. and Bértola L. ‘Distribution, Structural Change and Economic Performance in Settler Societies, 1870-2000’ paper presented at: Session 97 “Settler
Economies in World History” XIV International Economic History Congress Helsinki-Finaland 21-25 August 2006 (Helsinki 2006) pp: 1-18.
31 Guerrieri, P. and Meliciani, V. ‘Technology and international competitiveness: The interdependence between manufacturing and producer services’ in: Structural Change
and Economic Dynamics, vol 16 (2005) pp: 489-502. The mentioned industries are: office and computing machinery, professional goods, electrical apparatus and radio, TV
and communication equipment, industrial chemicals and drugs. ”; Baer, Herve, ‘Employment and Industrialization in Developing Countries’ 105. Walter Galenson
recognized that the majority of new employment were, “under conditions of modern technology”, likely to be in commerce and services, instead of manufacturing.
However, “[t]his does not mean that manufacturing is unimportant; on the contrary, it is, in my estimation, the key sector for economic growth.” Under these effects of
modern technology manufacturing’s job is “to generate the effective demand leading to employment expansion in other sectors. This multiplier effect is apt to be more
significant than any direct contributions that the manufacturing sector can make to the alleviation of mass unemployment
32 Reinhert, How Rich Countries got Rich 87.
33 Ibidem, 5-6.
34 Willebald, H. and Bértola L. ‘Distribution, Structural Change and Economic Performance in Settler Societies, 1870-2000’.
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Since Argentina and Australia were dependent on the exports of primary products, these
decreasing returns to scale are an important detail. In addition, it is possible to grow rich from
exporting primary products, but only as long as the diminishing returns have not started to
take effect. For settler societies, having relatively small populations, this is indeed feasible.
But, in order to become rich and maintain their wealth, they need “policies steering them
away from raw materials and diminishing returns activities into manufacturing, where the
opposite laws tend to operate.”35 A solution to this is reinvestment of those boons in
productive projects like education, health care, and infrastructure while the population is still
small.36
Finally, manufacturing benefits an economy through its diversity and stimulation of
technology. Through synergy and linkages effects, diversity stimulates economic
development and trade, as raw material producers have little to trade amongst each other.
These spillover-effects also directly stimulate agricultural productivity, for example by
mechanization. To go beyond (subsistence) farming into manufacturing creates urban
markets, which in turn bring about additional specialization, division of labor, inventions and
innovations. When economic developmental policy is sensible, manufacturing causes
interplay in the labor market between sectors which then witness increasing and diminishing
returns to scale.37
§ 1.4: Manufacturing’s relative weight
Besides the intrinsic advantages associated with manufacturing, there is another obvious
reason for including this economic sector. From the former turn of the century, manufacturing
grew relatively fast in both countries and composed a significant part of the total economy.
This is reflected in figure 2 and 3 below. One presents the relative share of manufacturing to
the GDP, the other illustrates the relative share of people engaged in manufacturing as regards
to the Economically Active Population (EAP).38 Since each country had its specific moments
of growth, the respective countries will be analyzed on their own merits, which will then be
followed by a comparison.
For Argentina, the development of the manufacturing’s share of total GDP is one of
sustained rise throughout most of the period under investigation. With regards to
manufacturing’s relative share of GDP, it can be concluded that its relative share grew at a
stable rate between 1900 and the early 1940s, starting at 13.8% in 1902. After the rise of Juan
Perón the pace accelerated, especially during the 1950s, reaching a stable plateau in the early
and middle-1960s. Then from the late 1960s, manufacturing’s share rose again at an
accelerated pace, reaching 37.9% in 1972.39 Looking at the manufacturing’s share of EAP,

35 Reinhert, How Rich Countries got Rich 5-6.; Landes, D.S. The wealth and poverty of nations. Why some are so rich and some so poor (New York 1999) 291-296: In his
chapter on frontier economies, Landes attacked the “vent for surplus” theory which states that economies might become rich through the exports of primary products. In
particular, Landes mentions that income earned in this way will be spend well. Most of these earnings should be invested rather than consumed. Moreover, investments must
be made in sectors other than the production of raw materials, thereby ensuring a diversification of the economy and better chances for long-term economic development.
According to Landes, this approach has one serious problem, in the short-term it will lower income and living standards. “Vent for surplus” as explained by Landes: “The
idea: one starts with earnings from the export of primary products, which raise incomes at home. Higher incomes in turn promote a market for manufactures while financing
the development of an industrial sector and a more balanced economy.” Ibid, 294.
36 It is meant here that it would be wise to reinvest those profits made in agriculture and other primary sectors. For settler societies this was relatively easy, as they had small
relative populations, meaning that the mentioned decreasing returns to scale have not yet started to kick in. Brunnschweiler, C.N. ‘Cursing the Blessings? Natural Resource
Abundance, Institutions, and Economic growth’ in: World Development Volume 36, No 3 (2008) 399; Stiglitz, J.E. Making Globalization Work (New York 2007) 133-159.
37 Reinhert, How Rich Countries got Rich 130-136, 253-255.
38 ‘People engaged’ means all persons who are part of the productive process: employers, employees and helping family-members.
39 The relative share of manufacturing of total GDP, is derived from: Birentzwaig, A.E. (dir) Relevamiento Estadístico de la Economía Argentina 1900-1980. Primera parte
(Buenos Aires 1982) 10, 22, 40, 60, 78, 96, 120, 144. In 1902: 13.8% of total GDP was composed of manufacturing. Twenty years later, this figure had risen towards 16.4%
of total GDP. In the late 1930s, manufacturing for the first time composed of more than 1/5 of total GDP. In 1942, manufacturing composed 21% of total GDP and this figure
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there is a steady rise between 1895 and 1947, when on average the share would rise with
3.05% annually. From 1947 till 1960, the pace slowed to 0.8% on average per year, while in
the last decade under consideration the manufacturing’s share would decrease by an average
2.2% annually; reaching 19.5% of the total EAP in 1970.40 In other words, while
manufacturing’s share of GDP continued to rise throughout the whole period under
investigation, the share of the people engaged. This is a sign that Argentina in its last phase
was turning its manufacturing sector along capital-intensive, rather than labor-intensive lines,
which is also reflected in the literature.41
The Australian experience concerning the share of manufacturing within the total
economy differed from Argentina’s. Manufacturing’s share to GDP rose tremendously during
two periods. The first is during the first decade after Australia became a federation (1901); the
second during the Second World War period. Looking at the manufacturing’s share of total
employment, a parallel can be observed in the same periods.42 However, when one studies the
1912-1937 period with regards to the manufacturing’s share to total GDP; the picture is
relatively stable, levels hovering around 22.5%. After World War II, manufacturing’s share
had risen above one-third of GDP, reaching its highest point in the middle 1950s, just under
40%, while afterwards its share would drop below 35%. A relatively similar trend is
observable for the manufacturing’s share of EAP, though the curve moves more vividly.
Furthermore, the relative decrease of people engaged in manufacturing occurred roughly a
decade after the drop in its share of GDP.43
When one compares both figures, certain similarities between the two economies are
observable. For example, the percentage of people engaged would always remain below that
of manufacturing’s share of total GDP in both Argentina and Australia. This reflects the
centrality of the mechanized production process in manufacturing mentioned in the definition.

would continue to rise until it would compose 33.9% or roughly 1/3 of total GDP in 1965. Often, if possible, five-year averages were chosen to give a stable perspective on
the development of manufacturing’s share within GDP.
40 The data compiled are a patchwork. For the years 1895 and 1913, manufacturing’s share of EAP was derived using total people engaged in manufacturing figures of the
said censuses, divided by the EAP figures, depicted in a 1973 summary of the Argentine censuses. The 1947 figures were drawn from Mitchell and the fourth census of said
year. This was done since Mitchell included public utilities for that year and therefore a percentage was calculated for manufacturing only. That percentage is 97.82%. The
figures for 1960 and 1970 were directly taken over from the 1960 population census and the figure of the 1970 population census as depicted in the above mentioned 1973
summary. Below are the sources and the respective pages.
1895: Carrasco, G. and Martinez, A. Segundo censo de la República Argentina. Tomo III Censos Complementarios (Buenos Aires 1898) xcii.; De Lattes, Z. and Lattes, A.E.
La población de Argentina (Buenos Aires 1973) 79.
1913: De la Plaza, V. Tercer Censo Nacional. Tomo VII Censo de las Industrias (Buenos Aires 1917); De Lattes and Lattes, La población de Argentina 79.
1947: Mitchell, B.R. International Historical Statistics. The Americas 1750-1993 (London 1998) 108. (Fourth Edition). EAP total figures are derived adding all the different
people engaged as mentioned in Mitchell.; IV Censo General de la Nacion Tomo III. Censo Industrial 1947. (Buenos Aires 1947) 50-51.
1960: Censo Nacional de Poblacion 1960. Tomo I, Total del Pais. (Buenos Aires 1960) 88, 100
1970: De Lattes and Lattes, La población de Argentina 170.
41 Baer, W. and Herve, M.E.A. ‘Employment and Industrialization in Developing Countries’ 90.
42 Various issues of the Official Year Book of Australia with therein the national censuses of 1901, 1911, 1921, 1931, 1947, 1954, 1961, 1966, 1971. For Australia, as regards
of the manufacturing’s share of GDP, in the first decade of the 20th century, I could so far only retrieve till 1907. Manufacturing’s share of GDP is retrieved using a
combination of Mitchell’s Industry as part of GDP figures and the Official Year Book of Australia series. From these I’ve used manufacturing, mining, and public utilities
output figures in order to calculate manufacturing’s share of industry. This percentage I then used to compensate the Mitchell’s time-series. For Australia, this is especially
important, since this country till this day has a very significant mining sector. Before 1907 manufacturing-output is not available or unreliable. Yet for years 1907, 1908, 1909
manufacturing as percentage of what Mitchell calls ‘Industry’ rises steeply. Illustration: 1907 man/Ind = 73.24%; 1908 = 77.17%; 1909 = 79.76%. Since it will be argued
later on in this thesis that the divergence might be located in Australia’s early choice for manufacturing, the lack of these data is regrettable.
43 Australian rise in manufacturing’s share of EAP grew at a staggering rate of 19.81% on an average annual average basis during the first decade. However, consider that in
the 1901 census series, the category “Industrial” included both manufacture and construction. Therefore, the 1901 data are compensated with 1903 people engaged in
manufacturing, the furthest back in time one can chronologically go with the Official Year Book of Australia 1907. That is the first yearbook dating back to 1903. To give
another impression: in 1904 200,000 persons were engaged in manufacturing, seven years later, this figure had risen to 300,000. That is an increase of 50% in total, or 50/7=
7.14% on an average annual basis. After 1911, average annual growth rates started to become less impressive,: 1911-1921 2.26% ; 1921-1931 -1.47% ; 1931-1947, the
second spurt, 3.78% ; 1947-1954 0.99% ; 1954-1961 -0.41% ; 1961-1966 0% ; and finally 1966-1971 -2.81%. The peak was 27.8% of the total workforce engaged in
manufacturing in 1954.
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Another similarity is seen in the manufacturing’s share of EAP. Both economies saw a
distinguished decline during the 1960s.
Nevertheless, during the last phase one aspect was clearly different. Whereas in Argentina
of manufacturing’s share to total GDP continued to rise, this did not happen in Australia. In
Australia from the mid-1950s onwards, this sector’s share declined. However, the levels of
manufacturing’s share of total EAP remained higher in Australia than in Argentina.44 The
most important difference, however, can be seen in the periods when manufacturing shares
increased. The impressive Australian spurt from the moment it became a federation deserves
special attention; as can be seen in figure 3, the increase of manufacturing’s share to EAP in
the first decade was remarkable. As will be discussed later, the Australian Commonwealth
government was more persistent in its stimulation of industrialization. Also, because of the
Second World War, Australia boosted her productive capacity. For Argentina, the ascension
of Perón (mid 1940s) triggered a comparable spurt.
Figure 2: Manufacturing’s share of GDP.

Sources: Argentina: Birentzwaig, A.E. (dir), Relevamiento Estadístico de la Economía Argentina 1900-1980.
Primera parte (Buenos Aires 1982) 10, 22, 40, 60, 78, 96, 120, 144. Australia: Mitchell, B.R. International
Historical Statistics. Africa, Asia & Oceania 1750-1993 (London 1998) 1054. (Third Edition). Note: “Industry”
in Mitchell is composed of manufacturing, mining, and public utilities. Therefore, the percentage of Australian
manufacturing within total industry is calculated using data from the Australian yearbooks. Total outputs of the
three sectors were used to calculate the relative share of manufacturing within total industry. Mitchell’s timeseries were then adjusted to these percentages in order to acquire Australian relative manufacturing shares of
GDP.

44 Figure A1 in the appendix shows that Australian total industry levels would remain above Argentine counterparts.
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Figure 3: Manufacturing’s relative share of total employment.

Sources: Argentina: see note 41. Australia: see note 44.

§ 1.5: Structure of the thesis:
The next chapter will deal with the discussion on the existing literature of the economic
development in Argentina and Australia. As the comparison of the two is not new, other
hypotheses regarding the divergence will be discussed. Then, in chapter three, a quantitative
analysis will follow. This chapter will also be the main chapter of this thesis and will include
such indicators as labor productivity, capital stock (HPppe), establishment size and for an indepth analysis: sub-sectoral figures. The fourth chapter will try to establish the historical
causes behind the results presented in the third. As this thesis does not stand alone, certain
arguments mentioned in the second chapter are bound to return. Finally, the conclusion will
follow, presenting the main findings from this thesis.
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2. Literature
Despite the initial similarities, Argentina started to diverge from Australia at some point in
history in terms of GDP per capita.45 Scholars from different disciplines have diverse
hypotheses explaining and pinpointing the Argentine economic retardation. In order to
intelligibly investigate these structural changes, Rodrik offers two categories of causes in
economic development.46 Proximate causes (I) and deep causes (II). Proximate causes are
typical for the way economists perceive growth, and they include factors endowments and
productivity, which in turn determine income. Classic determinants for this first category are:
(1) physical capital deepening, (2) human capital accumulation, and (3) productivity growth.
All these are economy-wide indicators. Since proximate causes are only growth accounting,
they fail to perceive structural causes of growth.47 In other words, proximate causes are able
to detect immediate (measurable) changes. However, timing the divergence helps identifying
the structural breaks behind this process.48
Hence, there is a need for another category, the “deep causes”. These include (1)
geographical, (2) trade (or market integration), and (3) institutional arguments. Typically,
deep causes are tied to long-term economic developmental paths and trajectories, and for that
reason are not quite practical in timing the divergence like proximate causes. Within this
second category, geographical causes are seen to be fully exogenous to the society and
economy, while trade and institutions are partly or semi- endogenous. Geography includes
many facets: natural-resources, soil-quality, public-health, distance etc. It therefore influences
many other determinants like trade, factor endowments and institutions. Trade, especially in
the (neo)-liberal view, is seen a the driver of economic growth, though in more traditional
growth models and theories, this is not necessarily the case. Finally, institutions are
increasingly seen as important determinants for economic growth. The more important and
familiar amongst these include: secure property rights, political order, separation of the
powers and efficient bureaucracies.49 Though these examples include governmental
institutions, there are many others; inter alia social, economic, and cultural institutions.
§ 2.1: Proximate causes
§ 2.1.1: GDP per capita: a first indication
A recent example of a study that tries to identify and explain the divergence is: ¿Por qué
50
Argentina no fue Australia? Una hipótesis sobre un cambio de rumbo, by GF. Though the benefit
of hindsight (still) does not result in uniformly accepted points of departure for the
divergence, the above mentioned work does specify certain timeframes. GF recognize five
different phases in the 1884-2002 period. In turn, these five are subdivisions of two main
periods. From 1884-1929 they observe an Argentine convergence, while the period thereafter
was a period of divergence. In terms of GDP per capita, Australia recovered in a more
convincing manner from the 1929 stock market crash than Argentina. GF state that the phase
of intermediate divergence for Argentina was partly caused by an increase in population:
45 Mind though, that Argentina eventually also started to diverge from the other settler societies, as well as the rest of the developed world.
46 Prak, M. Introductionary Course of Comparative History (Utrecht 2007). Especially for comparative historians, it is important to analyze in a systematic manner.
47 Rodrik, D. (ed), In Search of Prosperity. Analytic Narratives on Economic Growth (Princeton 2003) 3-9. Proximate causes are “the standard way in which economists
think about determinants of income.” 4.
48 Sanz-Villaroya, I. ‘The convergence process of Argentina with Australia and Canada: 1875-2000’ in: Explorations in Economic History vol 42 (Zaragoza 2005) pp: 439458.
49 Ibidem, 3-9.
50 Gerchunoff, P. and Fajgelbaum, P. ¿Por qué Argentina no fue Australia? Una hipótesis sobre un cambio de rumbo. (Buenos Aires 2006). The title can be translated as:
‘Why didn’t Argentina follow Australia? A hypothesis on a change of course.’
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“[E]ntre 1929 y 1945 el mayor crecimiento de la población argentina explica más de la mitad de la
51
caída en el producto por habitante relativo”. Consequently, rooting the divergence in this

period might seem to be an ill choice. The period after World War II presented a minor
divergence up until the mid-1970s, and thereafter the divergence is unmistakable. Therefore,
GF describe these periods as divergencia débil and divergencia fuerte, or weak and strong
divergences. After 1975, Argentine GDP per capita retardation is almost fully explained by a
stagnation of productivity, not by significant increases in population growth.52 “[E]ntre 1975 y
53
2002 casi la totalidad de la explicación reside en el estancamiento del producto argentine.” It is
because of this that the mid-1970s are chosen as the end of the period under investigation.
The economist Sanz-Villaroya agrees with GF regarding the ultimate divergence in the
mid-1970s. She partly based her comparison of GDP per capita rates on the time-series
composed by Angus Maddison, but unlike GF, she included the time-series of other sources
as well. After investigating several potential moments of divergence, including 1929, SanzVillaroya presents a different end to the converge process.54 “From the analysis carried out we
conclude that Argentina’s rapid catching up process with Australia came to an end around
1899.”55 In comparison with GF, Sanz-Villaroya places the end of the convergence process
thirty years earlier. In addition, she states that Argentina never converged absolutely with
Australia.56 Here, Sanz-Villaroya deviates from GF mostly in the use of terminology and
methodology. Between 1899 (end of convergence process) and 1975, Sanz-Villaroya observes
neither convergence nor divergence; she rather observes parallel trajectories where Australia
maintained higher per capita incomes.57
§2.1.2: Beyond GDP per capita: capital accumulation
Just like GF and Sanz-Villaroya, Taylor is very specific on potential timing possibilities for
the divergence vis-à-vis Australia. He observes two main categories of “retardation”, an early
variant and a late variant. Furthermore, locating the retardation is problematic for Taylor as
well:
“Did Argentine economic decline begin with the First World War-an early retardation hypothesis
that could implicate the prevailing Liberal policy regime which adhered to openness in trade and
maintained an outward orientation from 1913 to 1929? Or conversely, did retardation begin with
the Great Depression, a late-retardation hypothesis that could implicate the inward-looking
import-substitution policies of populist and nationalist governments in the thirties, forties and
fifties?”58

In short, did divergence (retardation) start after 1913, or 1929?
Taylor is convinced that in order to answer this question, the Argentine economic
development is best viewed in a comparative perspective. He makes two principal
comparisons. First, with Australia and Canada, and second with the OECD countries. Taylor
agrees with GF that compared to the other settler societies, Argentine divergence must be
51 Gerschunoff and Fajgelbaum, ¿Por qué Argentina no fue Australia? 23.
52 A stagnation in productivity that was economy wide, not just limited to the manufacturing industries.
53 Ibid, 23. Translation: Between 1975 and 2002 almost all of the explanation resides in the stagnation of Argentine productivity.
54 Sanz-Villaroya ‘The convergence process of Argentina with Australia and Canada: 1875-2000’ 439-458. Unlike GF, who completely base the GDP per capita time-series
on Maddison, Sanz-Villaroya’s relative GDP per capita time-series are based on the work of multiple sources, including Maddison. Others sources include the scholars Cortés
Conde and Harriage (1996); FMI, Fondo Monetario Internacional, or International Monetary Fund: IMF (2002); and OCDE, Organización para la Cooperación y el
Desarollo Económicos, Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development: OECD (2001).
55 Sanz-Villaroya ‘The convergence process of Argentina with Australia and Canada: 1875-2000’, 439-452.
56 Argentina never attained GDP per capita levels that were equal or surpassed Australian GDP per capita levels. See for an illustration figure 1 in the introduction.
57 Ibidem, 452. This thesis agrees with that observation when considering GDP per capita rates only.
58 Taylor, A.M. ‘Three Phases of Argentine Economic Growth’ part of : NBER Working Paper Series on Historical Factors in Long Run Growth. Historical Paper No. 60
(Cambridge Massachusetts 1994) 1-2.
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placed after 1929. However, when compared to other OECD countries, divergence occurred
directly after 1913. Note that this is a somewhat double standard, as Australia and Canada are
part of the OECD countries as well. Taylor states that his early retardation hypothesis must be
taken seriously, as Argentina “aspired to join” this club in 1913 (rightly so), but from that date
started to decline from this group in terms of GDP per capita.59 The late retardation is said to
have taken place after 1929 and particularly after 1950.60 For reasons made clear in later
chapters, this thesis concurs with the post-1950 decline.
Similar to GF, Taylor observes three turning points in the divergence; however, Taylor
calls each of these turning points “major”, while GF discern only one major turning point
amongst several smaller ones. Below, Taylor’s three turning points are presented: Firstly,
after WWI (1914-1918) followed a period of retardation, as capital accumulation fell
“dramatically”. Secondly, the Great Depression (after 1929) caused “further relative
retardation”. Some ad hoc, inward-looking and import-substitution policies followed, as well
as the start of autarkic measures. Finally, Perónism in the 1940s and 1950s brought
disincentives to capital formation through price and exchange rate distortions.61
This dependency on foreign capital started before 1914, as the relatively low domestic
savings in Argentina were the result of the contemporary Argentine growth strategy, which
entailed rapid population expansion through natural increases and immigration. These
relatively low domestic savings made capital accumulation a matter of foreign supply, thereby
placing economic growth for an important part in external hands. Argentina was thus
vulnerable to alterations in international capital flows. The First World War ended the era of
the first globalization and thereby hampered these capital flows. Capital accumulation in
Argentina after 1918 was therefore beneath its pre-1914 levels. To put the matter into
comparative perspective: Argentina saved approximately 5% of GDP, whereas Australia
saved approximately 15%. Argentina therefore had a dependency rate that was higher than
Australia: “a characteristic that was to persist long into the twentieth century.”62
Looking beyond proximate economic indicators, Taylor describes Argentina from 1929 as
a transformed society. From a small and open economy it became an infant industrializer.
Argentina aimed for self-sufficiency in manufacturing with protective inward-looking and
import-substitution strategies. Keynesian policies (fiscal and monetary) were pursued.
Argentina followed the general pattern of economic policies pursued by other Latin-American
in the 1930s, while the Second World War increased Argentine isolation in the world
economy to an almost absolute. The period from 1929 onwards is seen by Taylor as dramatic.
Before 1929, capital accumulation was difficult as it was, but this problem became even more
distinct: “[T]he transition to reactive policies and the commitment to state intervention that
was the legacy of the Great Depression is suggestive of continuing obstacles to Argentine
investment, capital deepening and economic growth.”63
The manipulation of the economy during the reign of Perón caused more problems for the
efficient accumulation of capital. Under his regime, state influence in many parts of the
economy increased dramatically. In addition, it started to build a grand system of social
welfare. This manipulation of the economy is seen to be caused by the need to maintain
“bread-and-circuses”.64 Maintenance of public support, needed to remain in power, siphoned
59 Ibidem, 3. Remember that at the beginning of the twentieth century, Argentina was part of the ten richest countries as measured by GDP per capita rates. See introduction.
60 Ibid, 3. “Nonetheless, after 1929, and even more so after 1950, the relative retardation of Argentine economy was even more severe, suggesting a deterioration in the pace
of economic development that became increasingly pronounced over time.”
61 Ibid, 3.
62 Ibid 4-5, 7. Quote is on page 7. Definition of “dependency rate”: “Dependency rates are based on linear interpolation between sample years. The dependency rate is
defined as the population under 15 years of age divided by the total population.” This definition is derived from Taylor’s earlier work: Taylor, A.M. ‘External Dependence,
Demographic Burdens, and Argentine Economic Decline After Époque’ in: The Journal of Economic History, vol 52, no 4 (December 1992) 932.
63 Ibid, 8-9. Quote, page 9.
64 Id, 10.
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scarce foreign exchange towards popular manufacture imports and raw materials. These raw
material were needed to supply vital industries. In the process, dynamism and efficiency were
sacrificed, and replaced by inefficient allocation by the state. In turn, this increased
inefficiency caused price raises in the cost of machinery and equipment.65
Taylor mentions drastic price raises of capital goods that were caused by these import
restrictions in the period 1935-1962. While prices for consumer products fell, capital goods
became more expensive. Especially producers’ durable equipment became expensive. To give
an example of the expenses on capital goods: machinery and equipment in Buenos Aires was
about 2.5 and 3.3 times higher than the price level of two other major US cities in 1962
(Houston and Los Angeles). With the high prices on capital goods, Argentina was no
exception in Latin America, according to Taylor.66
§ 2.2: Deep causes
When considering deep causes for the divergence in Argentina, this thesis recognizes four
deep explanations. The four categories are (1) geographical endowments, (2) international and
political conditions, (3) economic policy and (domestically generated) entrepreneurship, and
(4) inequality levels. In turn, these four can be categorized into two larger categories. The first
two arguments can be seen as arguments based on externalities, whilst the other two considers
differences in the domestic situation. Following Rodrik’s classification of deep causes, the
first would obviously fall into the category of geographical explanations. International
financial and political conditions would fall under trade (market integration) arguments, since
they mostly affect trade patterns. The first non-external argument can be classified as an
institutional argument, since it describes and analyzes collective human behavior. Intuitively,
the last explanation would for the same reason also fall under institutional arguments, but a
note must be placed. Rodrik mentioned that geography can influence the other deep causes.
This seems to be the case for some scholars explaining the inequality levels. For that reason,
inequality would than (ultimately) fall under geographic arguments.
§ 2.2.1: Geography
One line of argument focuses on the differing levels of endowments between Argentina and
Australia. The fact that Australia was (is) more favorably endowed with mineral resources
useful for setting-up a manufacturing sector, such as easily accessible and exploitable iron ore
and black coal; is often invoked to explain higher levels of economic diversification in
Australia vis-à-vis Argentina. This argument can be found in the work of GF, but is also given
some credit by David Landes, although the latter author prefers arguments based on cultural
and institutional arguments. Another line of arguments that is based on comparatively higher
mineral resources endowments, stress the importance they had in securing foreign credit,
thereby ensuring a comparatively healthier balance of payments. GF also implement this
second advantage Australia enjoyed over Argentina. Although many scholars mention these
differing endowments in mineral resources, no one employs this argument as a foundation for
the divergence, they rather employ it as an additional factor.
A more sophisticated version of geographical arguments can be found in the work of
Engermann and Sokoloff, (hereafter, ES). They are two economists who have thoroughly
investigated differing levels of equality and their respective diverse economic developmental
trajectories between the North-American economies (present-day USA and Canada) in
65 Id, 10.
66 Id, 10. In footnote 16 (page 17) of Taylor’s article one can read what “after 1935 and through the 1960s” means. It concerns the “period 1935-62” in each country. With
regards to the relative prices for capital goods: “taking crude back projections Díaz-Alejandro estimates that the relative price of new machinery in equipment in Buenos
Aires was 176 in 1935-38 and 254 in 1962, where Houston and Los Angeles equal 100 in 1962”.
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comparison with the Latin-American and Caribbean economies.67 They argue that certain
factor endowments at the start of the colonization process caused differing levels of equality
in the colonies that persist into this day, through the creation of institutions that would foster
and maintain this initial inequality.68 Among the more important of these was land, and in
particular its distribution. ES observe a causal link between initial natural and factor
endowments and high levels of inequality. It were the differing levels of equality that hold
important explanatory power for their respective economic developments.69 Initial equality
meant a preservation of this equality “in wealth, human capital, and political influence”. In
turn, it promoted “growth by stimulating broad participation in commercial or otherwise
growth enhancing activities (such as human capital accumulation).”70 Initial inequality created
the opposite effects.
ES are ultimately proponents of a refined geographical argument, since they do not make
a direct link between geography and economic outcome. By bringing institutions into their
argument, they create an indirect link between geography endowments and inequality levels.
As mentioned, inequality levels are often employed to explain the stagnation of the Argentine
economy, and as such, these arguments will be discussed later. Nonetheless, this thesis will
first focus on the external arguments.
§ 2.2.2: International financial and political conditions
This section is rooted in trade arguments which cluster around situations and events in the
international arena. In the light of the comparison, these arguments are quite influential, since
both countries are described as settler societies that lived of the exports (trade) of primary
products and initially grew rich by these.
GF give much weight to this type of arguments. Like most scholars, GF observe that
European and American protectionism in the 1930s created the need in Argentina and
Australia to further develop their manufacturing industries. As a result, policies taken in both
countries were surprisingly similar: import restrictions, devaluations of money, and differing
debt alleviating measures.71 According to GF, the Second World War had an important
influence on the divergence. For Australia it meant a big stimulus. For Argentina however,
this war meant quite the opposite. The war with the Japanese forced the Australians to
become more self-sufficient. “Como participe de la contienda debió [underscore by author]
72
reestructurar y expander su economía.” In addition, Australia already had the expertise to
produce sophisticated technical products like ships and airplanes, unlike Argentina.73 After
the Second World War, Australia immensely profited from restructuring her economy before
and during the war.74
Furthermore, GF argue that the so-called political and economical geography (geografía
política and geografía económica) benefitted Australia over Argentina after 1940. Being part of
the allied forces during WWII strengthened ties with the US, the post-war hegemon.
67 As settler societies who inherited many, if not most of their institutions from Britain, the US and Canada can stand as proxies for Australia (especially Canada).
68 Engerman, S. E. and Sokoloff, K.L. ‘Factor endowments, inequality, and paths of development among New World economies’ part of: NBER working paper series.
Working paper 9259 (Cambridge Massachusetts, 2002) 17. Because of differing soils, climates and size and density of native populations. Note: factor endowments that are
rooted in geographical circumstances.
69 Ibidem, 17-18. “[I]n societies that began with extreme inequality, the elites were both inclined and able to establish a basic legal framework that ensured them a
disproportionate share of political power and to use that influence to establish rules, laws, and other government policies that gave them greater access to economic
opportunities than the rest of the population, thereby contributing to the persistence of the high degree of inequality.”
70 Ibid, 31.
71 However, one should keep in mind that these policies were implemented in many parts of the world at the time, including the industrialized world.
72 Ibid, quote: page 69. This sentence might be translated as: “As a participant of the contest, Australia needed to restructure and expand its economy.”
73 Ibid, 63-70. GF acknowledge that at the time of the war, Australia had the expertise to produce sophisticate manufactures, unlike Argentina. They thereby acknowledge
the qualitative difference both industries had.
74 Ibid, 63-70.
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Consequently, Australia was firmly under the strategic protection of the Western camp during
the Cold War. Additionally, it profited hugely from the economic rise of the Southeast Asian
countries, particularly the Japanese. This economic ascendancy offered new market
opportunities for the export of mineral reserves. The political and economical geography for
Argentina on the other hand was the opposite. It did not participate in the war and was neutral,
to the dissatisfaction of the Americans and British, her most significant economic partners.
Argentina had to remain neutral however, because its markets were for an important part on
continental Europe, which was firmly in axis hands.75 Trade however, was difficult, because
both British and Germans attacked ships with goods to the other party. Argentina therefore
faced a stifling of her economy during 1939-1945.76
The Argentinean economist Raul Prebisch and the dependista, or ‘dependency’ school he
founded saw another, more general problem with regards to the economic development of
Argentina and other developing economies, especially after 1945. In a world were trade was
increasingly between industrialized economies, the relative value of primary products was
falling. Primary product exporters, were peripheral economies in the international arena,
providing the economic centers (metropoles) of the world with raw materials in exchange for
(expensive) manufactures. Since the relative value added to a primary product is low in
comparison with that of an elaborated, manufactured product; this trade was unbalanced and
thus mostly beneficial to the developed world. For that reason, Prebisch, from the 1950s
onwards, argued against (neo-)liberal development theories that emphasized the role of free
trade and comparative advantage. The above arguments discredited simple comparative
advantage arguments, and therefore dependistas promoted industrialization. Dependency
theories were a neo-Marxist reaction to liberal theories of modernization, in short, this theory
states that underdeveloped nations are subdued to capital dependency of the developed world,
i.e., the West. 77
According to Landes, there is some truth to this dependency theory, however, he
emphasizes the lack of self-criticism in Argentina. Since foreigners were blamed for the lack
of economic development, Argentineans never learned from their own problems, nor did they
perceive that they could be proactive in generating their own growth. Therefore, Landes
argues that the central problem lays with the lack of domestically generated capital; which is
attributed to low domestic savings, high population growth, and unproductive, conspicuous
consumption.78 This central problem is also described by Taylor. Like Landes, he also
observes an Argentine dependence on foreign British capital, but he too sought the more
fundamental issues in Argentine growth strategies, or the lack thereof.79
Armstrong is a scholar who likes to refine the dependency theory. He stresses the
similarities between the three economies in order to adjust the in his eyes limited view of the
dependency theorists. Dependistas recognize two categories of economies, central and
peripheral, while according to Armstrong; Argentina, Australia, and Canada where part of a
third class of economies, the so-called “dominion colonies”. This category roughly equates
with the term settler societies.80 These three countries distinguished themselves from other
peripheral economies by the fact that they had partially industrialized, that they resembled the
West in their use of institutions and technology, and that they had greater economic
75 Ibid, 63-70. Note, that although the USA was an important economic partner of Argentina, it was not an important export market.
76 Ibid, 63-70., 71-82. To give two examples: between 1940 and 1980, Australian share of exports to Japan raised from 3 till 28% while the exports to other South-EastAsian countries rose from 3 till 18%. The other Southeast-Asian countries were: China, Korea, Singapore, Taiwan, Malaysia, Indonesia, Hong Kong, and Thailand. Since this
second boom entailed the export of mineral resources suited for the production of manufactures. In a period when the Australian neighbors were rapidly industrializing, a
ready outlet for the new-found metals was easily found.
77 Jackson, R. and Sørensen, G. Introduction to International Relations. Theories and approaches (Oxford 2007) 204-207.
78 Landes, D.S. The wealth and poverty of nations. Why some are so rich and some so poor (New York 1999) 315-328.
79 Taylor, A.M. ‘Three Phases of Argentine Economic Growth’ 4-5.
80 Armstrong, The Social Origins of Industrial Growth. “Dominion colonies” include New Zealand and Uruguay in addition to the colonies mentioned in the text.
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independence than other peripheral economies.81 Nevertheless, Armstrong states that
Argentina, Australia, and Canada knew only limited industrialization up until 1930.82
The two reactions on the dependency theory above, illustrate the academic weight this
theory has in explaining the divergence. This thesis also builds partly on that theory by
emphasizing the premise of the importance of industrialization.
§ 2.2.3: Economic policy and entrepreneurship
As stated in the last section, some scholars emphasize arguments that explain the hampered
economic development by looking at the domestic growth possibilities.
David Landes is an author who stresses arguments based on the importance of domestic
policies and attitudes to economic development, both in the government and in the society at
large; rather than arguments based on externalities. To him, the trouble with Latin-American
independence is that it came accidentally, therefore these successor states lacked identity and
direction.83 The best these new countries could offer for their societies was a continuation of
the old, pre-independence growth patterns based on the production of agricultural products
under landed oligarchs. Landes stresses that the extractive inheritance in combination with a
lack of identity in turn created social orders where civil society was nearly absent.84 This
created a base that was not conducive to economic development. Nineteenth century LatinAmerica was politically and socially instable and none of the countries had a program for
long-term economic development similar to that of Alexander Hamilton’s for the United
States.85 Hamilton perceived economic growth to lay with thorough industrialization plans,
not with the export of primary products.86
Landes concurs that a lack of resources hampered industrialization in Argentina.
Nevertheless, its institutions were impeding genuinely domestically driven economic growth.
Politically, the elites clung to their comparative advantage, which lay in the exports of
primary products. Landes, like other economists, perceive this to be a rationale that negates
future growth. Furthermore, Argentine socio-cultural institutions hindered the manufacturing
sector as well. Argentina is described as a typical machismo society. Such societies are ill
suited to raise men for manufacturing activities. In the nineteenth century, those that were
active in manufacturing (mostly artisan) activities were predominantly women. They were the
ones that were spinning and weaving.87
The real stimuli for Argentine economic growth were thus not endogenous, but came from
abroad. Argentineans lacked sufficient entrepreneurship and self-criticism; features that
would continue in the twentieth century. Entrepreneurship, therefore, was imported through
immigrants who operated small, artisan workshops; or large multinationals who operated
through FDI’s.88 The choice for manufacturing was always a negative one, when Argentina
81 Ibidem, 81.
82 Armstrong, W. ‘The Social Origins of Industrial Growth: Canada, Argentina and Australia, 1870-1930’ in: Platt, D.C.M. and Di Tella, G. (eds) Argentina, Australia &
Canada. Studies in Comparative Development, 1870-1965 (Oxford, 1985) 76.
83 Independence came because of the Napoleonic wars, which made the imperial masters unable to govern their colonies.
84 Extractive colonies are colonies which would fall outside Armstrong’s category of dominion colonies. The term is derived from: Acemoglu, D. Johnson, S. and Robinson,
J.A. ‘The colonial Origins of Comparative Development: An Empirical Investigation’ in: The American Economic Review vol 91, nr 5 (December 2001) pp: 1369-1400.
85 Landes, D.S. The wealth and poverty of nations. 310-315.
86 Hamilton, A. ‘Report on Manufactures’ in: The Founders’ Constitution vol 1, chapter 4, document 31 (Chicago 1987) pp:139-141. Available online on: http://presspubs.uchicago.edu/founders/documents/v1ch31.html Original text by Hamilton written in 1791.
87 Ibid, 310-328. Reinhert, E.S. How Rich Countries Got Rich. In his book, Reinhert calls this “specialization into poverty.” One of his (if not the) main argument is that
economies cannot grow perpetually on the exports of primary products, as the supply of these products is highly inelastic. Therefore, at a certain stage, diminishing returns
are bound to kick in.
88 According tot Landes however, most immigrants were not having an inherently stimulating effect on the economy either. This in contradiction to immigrant populations to
other countries, like the USA. Most immigrants were Catholic rather than Protestant, and in this Landes supports Max Weber in his argument that Catholics on average have
an inferior work ethic as compared to Protestants. The accuracy of this proposition is debatable, and is beyond the scope of this thesis. Nevertheless, it does provide some
interesting insights. Moreover, Landes indicates that most immigrants lacked anything but a basic education, meaning that the stock of human capital was rather limited.
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was forced to by external circumstances.89 Landes concludes that “Argentine industry, then,
was not a driver but a passenger of growth. When a time of troubles returned after World War
II, it left the vehicle.”90
The outcome of the above, according to Landes, was the absence of a significant
manufacturing sector, even in periods of economic success (First Globalization, 1870-1914).
The problem for Argentina was that the local manufacturing sector did not grow because of
increases in home demand for manufactured products, but rather through import interferences
in the supply on consumer products, during periods of war, like WW II.
For the period after 1945, GF mention some elements that caused an ongoing and
widening difference in the respective economic trajectories of Argentina and Australia.
Politically, Australia was in a much better position than Argentina. The thirty years after the
Second World War were very stable.91 Independent of minor policy changes, Australia
essentially continued the developmental path it had taken after federation (1901). This path
was characterized by active industrialization and protective measures. Furthermore, Australia
built on the foundation and stimulation of the economy given during World War II.92
For post-war Argentina on the other hand, GF highlight an attempt of revolutionary
change of its society under the rule of Juan D. Perón. Opposite to the Australian experience
after 1945, Argentine society and politics were characteristically unstable. Nonetheless,
Argentina finally embarked on a serious industrialization path; a path that Australia had
chosen forty-five years earlier. Perón chose to deepen the protection after the war (WWII) to
facilitate one of the most notable distributive experiments in history. GF give much weight to
the fact that Argentine advancement of protective measures for her economy and mechanisms
of distribution in the twenty-five preceding years were only modest. Perón, with his
charismatic style made it possible to accelerate this process. In a revolutionary way the
Argentineans tried to create an economic society - with all its accompanying socio-economic
institutions - such as existed in Australia. However, the Argentineans tried to accomplish that
in three years, whereas Australia accomplished this in the period of half a century. For
example, Argentine real wages increased over 60 % between 1946 and 1948. Hence, for a
brief period of time, the distribution of income in Argentina was “more equal” in Australia.93
This short term success is attributed by GF to a temporary situation. In the first years after
1945, Europe needed to recover its agricultural production and it was not in a position to feed
its inhabitants. Consequently, it needed to import grain and other food products. Argentine
exports of these products thus found ready markets, and the income acquired was used to
finance the different social-economic projects and distributive policies. GF explain that Perón
(wrongfully) gambled on his premise that European misery would be perpetual after a
hypothetical Third World War. As Europe started to recover, the first strains of Perón’s
policies became visible.94
In the above passages (GF) a contrast was made between stable policy implementations in
Australia, versus hastily enforced policies in Argentina. North, Summerhill, and Weingast
(hereafter, NSW) are three scholars who ascribe the lack of sustained economic development

89 Not only WW II, but also WW I and the Depression are mentioned.
90 Ibid, 315-328. Quote; ibid, 327. Argentine manufacturing was “derivative”, and with “little invention or adaptation.”
91 Gerschunoff, Fajgelbaum, ¿Por qué Argentina no fue Australia? 71-82. Robert Menzies was Australia’s prime minister from 1949 and resigned in 1966, while his party
governed until 1972. Most important were the things he did not do.
92 Ibid, 71-82. What Menzies did were four things: firstly, he continued to support manufacturing industry to reduce foreign dependency; secondly a program for assisted
migration was set-up, to provide a market and a labor force for this development; thirdly he moderated wages and salaries to keep inflation at bay; and finally he continued to
foster diplomatic relations with the USA.
93 Id, 71-82. Equal is the term GF use. The Australian society is presented by GF as the summit of equality, ‘the kingdom of equality’, or “reino del igualitarismo” in
Spanish.
94 Ibid, 71-82.
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in Latin-America to political disorder generated by the decolonization process.95 This has to
do with the turmoil in the state formation that followed after the Spanish left. NSW state that
the Spanish colonies could not function properly after independence, because the whole
system of economic and political institutions that was created before independence, was
meant to foster dependency on the Spanish crown through elaborate and personalistic links.96
The Spanish (ex-)colonies therefore never knew any significant self-governance prior to
independence, unlike the British colonies that would form the United States and Canada.97
Spanish America was hence inherently dependent on externally imposed social, political,
judicial, and economic institutions and structures; which could provide for, and enforce,
“credible commitments.”98 Therefore, after the Spanish had gone, there was no system to
replace it and cooperation in the Latin-American societies was seriously strained.99
In NSW line of argument, besides credible commitments, vested interests are of central
interest. These interests of the elite, describe how high “the stakes” of the elite were. The
higher the stakes, the more the elites tried to frustrate policies aimed at a more even
distribution of income. These policies include inter alia political and property rights. In turn,
vested interest also had an important role in the way how elites could provide order. Order is a
prerequisite of both economic and political development. Although the elites were relatively
successful in frustrating wealth and income distributions, they thereby also created a basis for
perpetual political disorder.100
NSW state that the lack of agreement (credible commitments) amongst the populations in
Spanish America with regards to the “fundamental basis of political, economic and social
organization” caused prolonged political instability.101 In this, they agree with Landes that
these societies lacked (clear) direction and a civil society. This political instability caused an
allocation of resources away from investments in economic development, as these resources
were used to acquire or maintain political power and order, while fragments of the population
that were caught in the struggles for power used a large share of the resources available to
them to protect the lives of their families. Since order was a scarce public good, populations
often settled for authoritative, rather than democratic rule. However, these authoritative
governments could often not satisfy the wishes of all its citizens, thereby sowing the seeds for
future conflict.102
Within the category of dominion colonies, Armstrong puts the power of the landed
oligarchy in comparative perspective, and he concludes that the principal distinction between
Argentina and Australia is seen to lay in the fact that the landed interests were defeated earlier
in the latter country than in the former.103 The key to these differences lay in “the nature of
the social structures and relationships within the three” countries.104 In Australia as compared
to Argentina, the urban (manufacturing) interests overtook the landed (agricultural) interests
much sooner. Already in the 1880s and 1890s (before Federation, 1901) the power of the
95 The decolonization process in Latin-America started in the 1810s, with the most notable exception of Cuba.
96 North, Summerhill, and Weingast, ‘Order, Disorder and Economic Change: Latin America vs North America’ in: Governing for Prosperity (September 1999) 28-42. Like
Landes, NSW also see problems arising with independence. Both see a lack of direction for these new states as troublesome for their economic development.
97 Ibidem, 28-42. Unlike those colonies in British North-America, who were accustomed to significant degrees of self-governance.
98 Ibid, 30.; North, D. C. ‘Institutions and Credible Commitments’ in: Journal of institutional and theoretical economics: JITE vol 149, is 1 (1993). 13. “In an excellent
essay SHEPSLE [1991] stresses that a commitment is credible in either two senses, the motivational or the imperative. A commitment is motivationally credible if the players
continue to want to honor the commitment at thee time of performance. In this case it is incentive compatible and hence self-enforcing. It is credible in the imperative sense if
the player cannot act otherwise because performance is coerced or discretion is disabled.”
99 North, Summerhill, and Weingast, ‘Order, Disorder and Economic Change’ 28-42.
100 Ibidem, 1-54.
101 Ibid, 41.
102 Ibid, 42-49.
103 Armstrong, ‘The Social Origins of Industrial Growth: Canada, Argentina and Australia, 1870-1930.’ 90-92.
104 Ibidem, 88, 90. .In spite of the lack of deliberate industrialization in the three economies when compared to the developed world, Armstrong nuances his position on the
Australian case to an important degree, especially for certain states within Australia.
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Australian landed oligarchy was made dependent on urban banking interests. In Argentina
however, even after the introduction of democracy; the landed oligarchy retained much power
and influence and were backed by the military. Australian governments were actively
stimulating infrastructure development, while in Argentina this was left to the forces of the
market.105
In addition, Australian industrialization and diversification of the economy was “more
firmly based upon indigenous capital and entrepreneurship” than either Canada or
Argentina.106 It was characterized first by small scale urban manufacturers, yet the Australian
state directly stimulated the transition towards large-scale corporate manufacturing. The bluecollar workers, meanwhile, made the transition from craft workers to members of a modern,
industrial proletariat.107
Argentina did not witness such a level of industrialization as Australia. Backward and
forward linkages with agricultural machinery did not occur, and as a matter of fact, Australia
became one of Argentina’s suppliers in this respect. Industrialization remained quite literary
foreign, as most small factories were owned by recent immigrants. These owners remained
outsiders on numerous levels in Argentine society. Although small manufacturing enterprise
expanded up until the 1920s, “corporate groupings of larger national industries similar to
those of Canada and Australia failed to emerge.” 108 One prime example is the different
reaction towards WWI. In Australia, this war was used by manufacturers to cooperate with
the state to restructure the sector and create a “new corporate industrialism”, whereas in
Argentina, the manufacturing community was unable to adapt to the circumstances –both
problems and opportunities- of the war.109
Like the scholars above, Gary Wynia is an author who also emphasizes poor policies and
entrepreneurial attitudes as cause for stagnation in economic development. Wynia, however,
argues that neither Argentina, nor Australia were economically successful. With neo-liberal
arguments he argues that the way both countries managed their industrialization policies was
similar, and therefore he minimizes the institutional and political differences between the two
countries, although he admits that these differences were quite substantial. However, the
important similarity, according to Wynia, was that both Argentina and Australia used
protective measures over-extensively. Another similarity is that both societies at large
(employers and employees) lobbied for the continued existence of protective measures, an
indicator of a dysfunctional entrepreneurial spirit. The dismal economic performance of both
economies was caused by protective measures in the manufacturing sector.
As many other authors, Wynia observes an earlier and more thorough protection in
Australia vis-à-vis Argentina. Australia not only had earlier protection against foreign
manufacturing, from 1906 onwards they were also quicker in their introduction of social
welfare programs and job protection. He sees a reluctant and slow protection of industry in
Argentina in the 1930s. Only with Perón “a more ambitious strategy was chosen.” Perón
protected and stimulated industry in order to assure his own political position and to prevent
radicalization of the working classes. Wynia argues that this stimulation through easy credit
caused inefficiencies in the long run.110

105 Id, 90.
106 Id, 91.
107 Id, 91.
108 Id, 91.
109 Id, 92.
110 Wynia, G.W. ‘Opening late-industrializing economies: lessons from Argentina and Australia’ in: Policy Sciences, vol 23 (1990) pp:185-204. Quote; 187.
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§ 2.2.4: Inequality and distribution
The problems of the Argentine economic development and hence the divergence are seen by
many to reside with high inequality levels. NSW mentioned that the vested interests of the
elites frustrated distribution of income and wealth, and that it acted as a brake on economic
development. ES, as mentioned earlier in this chapter, argue that the high inequality levels
were a consequence of high natural and factor endowments in the initial stages of colonization
in the Americas.
With regards to the high endowments, ES particularly focus on initial abundant land that
was suitable for (tropical) staple crops. The initial colonization in the regions that would form
present-day USA and Canada were said to have endowment conditions that fostered the
creation of institutions that would promote (relative) equality. GF also mention the difference
in income and wealth distributions between Argentina and Australia. They notice profound
differences in the levels of equality between these two countries. ES argue that greater
inequality in income and wealth, produced unequal opportunities in the acquirement of
political power. In turn, under-representation of the lower income groups in politics meant
they enjoyed lesser access to public goods, including education.111 Manufacturing and other
advanced sectors of the economy need a certain minimum of schooled personnel in order to
operate properly, or to operate at all.112 In North America, schooling was from an early stage
on (first half 19th century) organized from a communal basis, ensuring (for some time) the
highest rates of literacy in the world. These schools were free and the expenses were covered
by general taxes.113
However, ES argue that even Argentina and Uruguay, as the most progressive LatinAmerican countries, were relatively late in their support of public, primary education; as they
lagged seventy-five years behind the USA and Canada. In contrast, public expenditures for
higher education were relatively high, as these expenditures tended to benefit the children of
the elites more than those of other social groupings. ES recognize two basic mechanisms
behind these low investments in schooling. Firstly, in these societies, large portions of the
population were unable to cover the expenses for schooling. Secondly, because of high levels
of inequality, tax systems were mostly based on the tax income of the rich and they were not
inclined to cover the educational expenses of children who were not their own.114
ES implicitly concur with NSW and Landes when they state that Latin-American
countries lacked direction (order). Those societies with high rates of inequality were generally
also those countries that showed high rates of heterogeneity with regards to ethnicity.
Completing the argument made above on education: because of this diversity in income and
ethnicity, it was also difficult to attain consensus for the expenses on, and content of,
education.115
Interestingly, ES argue that initial inequality levels were also hampering the development
of financial institutions; another necessary component of industrialization.116 In NorthAmerica, from the first half of the nineteenth century, financial institutions remained open to
large parts of the population, as these kind of institutions were typically decentralized. In
other parts of the Americas however, large central banks were firmly in control of the central
government, and thus of the ruling elite. This worked to limit access to credit and securities.
Especially the lack of (a system of) sound working securities hampered the formation of

111 Ibid, 17-31.
112 Baehr, and Herve, ‘Employment and Industrialization in Developing Countries’ 97-102.
113 Engermann and Sokoloff, ‘Factor endowments, inequality, and paths of development among New World economies’ 24-28.
114 Ibid, 24-28.
115 Id, 24-28.
116 Id, 28-31.
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limited-liability, joint-stock companies.117 Financial legislation in Latin-America also lagged
behind, making it even more difficult to develop joint-stock companies. In short, access to
impersonal capital was quite difficult in Latin-America, in contrast to North-America.
Consequently, capital was provided through personal ties, which favored the elites even
further.118
Initial inequality in Latin-America hampered the development of its industrialization
process in other ways as well. ES argue that equality in North-America encouraged the
development of institutions conducive to the development of extensive market networks and
commercialization. In turn, a self-sustaining process was started where expanding markets
encouraged increasingly efficient or intensified resource utilization, the first accomplishments
of scale economies, increased “inventive activity and other forms of human capital
accumulation”, and further specialization of the production factors.119
Henry Willebald is a scholar who concurs that high inequality levels hampered
industrialization and economic diversification. He is a proponent of the idea that relatively
high inequality levels in the Southern Cone vis-à-vis Australasia and North-America holds
explanatory power in explaining the divergence.120 By including Australasia and specifying
his analysis to settler economies, his analysis might give a more specific insight into
inequality in a settler society context. 121
Willebald sees two main channels for understanding how inequality levels affected
productive and trade specialization. The first is demand for goods, and the second are the
institutional and geographical factors. Both channels compose of deep causes, the first are
trade-based arguments, while the second is obviously a mixture of the two remaining deep
causes. For the geographical and institutional arguments, Willbald builds for an important part
on ES, who’s arguments are described above.122
By including the domestic demand structure, Willebald sheds a complementary light to
the inequality argument. In short, his reasoning is as follows. In economies with relatively
high levels of inequality, differences in wealth and income distribution will be more
accentuated than in societies with a more equitable income and wealth distribution. Hence,
middle income groups will be comparatively underrepresented, and thus the demand structure
will be typically dominated by the lower and the higher income groups. The first group spend
relatively much of their income on food, while the latter group spend more on hightechnological goods and services. However, particularly the middle income groups generate
stimuli for the domestic manufacturing sector, that is, they are the main actors in a mass
consumption society. 123
According to Willebald, the absence of a middle income group implies that the home
market is cannot be developed fully. In turn, if one considers the assumption that international
competitiveness flows from an extension for the production of the home-market in a process
of cumulative learning; than the prospects for developing advanced technological goods is

117 Id, 30.
118 Id, 28-31.
119 Id, 31-32. “It may not be coincidental that they began to industrialize much earlier than their southern neighbors and thus realized more growth over the long run.”
120 The “Southern Cone” of South-America composes the settler societies of Argentina, Chile and Uruguay. Australasia includes Australia and New Zealand. North
America includes Canada and the USA.
121 Willebald, H. ‘Distribution, Specialization and Economic Performance in Settler Societies, 1870-2000’. draft paper for: primer Congresso Latinoamericano de Historia
Económica (2007) pp: 1-37. It must be said that the direct connection between education and fixed capital is non-existent, but the direct linkage between educational levels
and human capital accumulation is rather direct.
122 Ibidem. 1-37. It must be said that Willebald also recognizes four proximate causes, these are: learning, innovation, technical progress, and capital accumulation (fixed
and human).
123 Ibid, 8-9.
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relatively limited. The transition from a primary export producer to a exporter of hightechnological goods is then endogenously limited.124
This transition period from a settler society to a modern economy is seen to have
commenced from the inter-war period onwards. Before World War I, the international context
was thus, that the settler societies could flourish by exporting their primary products to the
industrialized world. This was the world during the first globalization era (1870-1914). In this
period, the similarities that defined them as settler societies, were more important in
explaining their (similar) economic state, than their endogenous differences. However, after
the collapse of that system, the characteristics of settler society were increasingly becoming
irrelevant, as one defining trait was the external world in which they existed. Willebald argues
that this was not immediately clear, and only after WW II was it obvious that the world for the
settler societies (as category) had changed definitely for the worse. Thus within the settler
society group he sees a convergence period from 1870 till the 1930s, and a divergence from
the 1940s till the end of the twentieth century.125
2.3: Conclusion
In this chapter, some different hypotheses were presented concerning the retardation and
divergence of the Argentine economy. What is apparent is that there does not exist one single
explanation for the divergence. Just as there are multiple explanations on the retardation, there
are also multiple potential moments when divergence could have occurred. Much has to do
whether one looks for “deep” or “proximate” causes.
GF’s argument is mixed, using arguments that emphasize both external circumstances
(endowments, international arena), as domestic policies to explain the divergence. In addition,
they employ proximate indicators such as GDP per capita rates. GF locate the divergence in
1929. Sanz-Villaroya is primarily concerned with the issue of timing and uses dates presented
by other scholars as a starting point for her econometric calculations. Since she predominantly
uses econometric evidence, she is thoroughly proximate in her argument. For her, two dates
are important; 1899, which signalled the end of the convergence process, and 1974, which
signalled the start of the divergence. Taylor investigates the issue of timing through the
proximate lens of capital flows (financial and fixed). Although he does not exempt deep
arguments, his analysis is ultimatly a proximate analysis. He sees the divergence as a staged
phenomenon where 1913, 1929 and 1950 are crucial years.
Prebisch and the dependistas emphasize the unfortunate situation that primary export
producers found themselves in. Being dependent on the capital flows from the economic
centres, they do not have much freedom to formulate independent economic policies.
Likewise, domestic entrepreneurs have trouble finding sufficient capital to set-up large
corporate enterprises. This problem became more urgent after WW II, as the dynamics of
international trade had changed. The predominant trade patterns before 1940 were between
the industrialized world with the providers of primary products, whilst after 1945, global trade
became increasingly dominated by trade between the industrialized economies.
NSW, Landes, Wynia, and Armstrong, emphasize the role of political order and policy
choices, and the level of domestic entrepreneurship. Landes is an author who typically
emphasizes the lack of entrepreneurial spirit, while NSW focus in more detail to the level of
political order that was available. Both Armstrong and Landes are critical to dependency
arguments, as they state that the entrepreneurial spirit rather than capital was missing.
Argentina could have fostered institutions that in the long-run would have been able to
124 Id, 9-11.
125 Id, 4, 11. “First the ‘convergence period’ from 1870s to the 1930s, when settler societies showed similar trajectories [proximate, GDP per capita] and the differences in
the economic evolution[s] were not important. Second, the ‘divergence period’ from the forties to the end of the 20th Century, when the economic performance of settler
societies were very different inside the club.”
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generate sufficient capital on their own. Armstrong, GF, and NSW also emphasize the lack
distributive (income) and industrialization policies in Argentina. Wynia is an outlier in this
range of authors, as he agrees that there were deep differences between Argentina and
Australia, yet they resembled each other at a proximate level.
ES employ a refined form of geography argument, one that emphasizes inequality levels.
In those colonies that turned out to be less equitable, lower income groups were less
successful in acquiring political power and hence the formation of impersonal capital
institutions and broad access to education (and other public goods) were frustrated. The longterm diversification and specialization of those economies were thereby hampered. Willebald
ads a trade based perspective to this inequality argument by stating that in addition to
institutional and geography arguments, the domestic demand structure also has explanatory
power, as it determined future possibilities for domestic mass consumption that was to be one
of the driving forces of industrialization. ES locate the divergence at the start of the
colonization process, while Willebald is quite specific; the period of 1870-1930s was a time
of convergence within the settler society group, while from the 1940s, the divergence between
Argentina and Australia ensued.
To summarize, below follows a simple table illustrating the authors’ line of argument and
timing of divergence.
Table 1: Schematic depiction authors’ position on divergence.

Authors

Line of Argument

Proximate/Deep

Timing Divergence

GF
Sanz-Villaroya
Taylor
Prebisch
Landes
NSW
Armstrong
Wynia
ES
Willebald

Mixed
Mixed
Financial
Dependency
Cultural
Institutional
Institutional
Neo-liberal
Geographical (refined)
Inequality

Combination
Proximate
Proximate
Deep
Deep
Deep
Combination
Combination
Deep
Combination

1929
1974
Staged: 1913; 1929; 1950
Post-1945
Spanish colonization
Independence, 1816
1880s; 1890s
Not specified
Colonization
1940s onwards

Since causation is still being investigated in the further chapters, it is not very rewarding
to draw premature conclusions. However, one thing is concluded here: any explanation should
be a balanced one, including both deep and proximate causes. Regarding the timing, it will be
argued that this was ultimately a staged phenomenon. However, for reasons that will be
presented later, this thesis will illustrate that the early 1950s will eventually be chosen as the
period of divergence. This choice is based on indicators in manufacturing, rather than
indicators that are economy wide, such as GDP per capita. To support this timing, structural
arguments will be chosen to reinforce this choice.
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3. Analysis
This chapter presents three indicators that trace the development of the manufacturing
industries in Argentina and Australia. Paramount will be the comparison of labor productivity
(LP) levels. To further specify the empirical analysis, two other indicators will be presented:
(1) Horsepower per person engaged (hereafter HPppe);126 and (2) the average amount of
persons engaged per establishment, a measure of operation scale. As the number of persons
engaged – both in relative and absolute terms – are an essential part of all these measures,
these figures will be provided as well. Furthermore, to provide a more in-depth analysis of
these indicators, they will also be examined from a sub-sectoral perspective. The statistical
data used for this comparative analysis come from primary sources.
In the Argentine case, they were derived from the censos nacionales, censos economicos,
censos des poblaciones, estadisticas, annuarios, and boletines.127 A complete list of the primary
sources will be presented in the appendix and the literature list. Between 1913 and 1935,
hardly any statistics were documented on a systematic and regular basis for Argentina’s
national economy. Therefore, most of the data that are available today on that period are
estimated projections made in retrospect by economists and organizations.128 Moreover,
because of differences in collecting statistical data, both over time and between countries, a
certain level of caution is required when interpreting the data.
For Australia, data observations were derived from various editions of the Australian
official yearbooks.129 Notice that 1918 was the last year that started in January, afterwards, the
Australians worked with ‘broken’ years. That is to say, statistical data was henceforth collected
on years that started on the first of July. Thus, the first appearance of annual figures
corresponding to that new form are from 1918-19.130 Generally, when a year is chosen for
Australia, say 1919; it will refer to the year 1918-19, as the first of January fell in that year.
Furthermore, it has to be mentioned that for the Australian data on manufacturing, there was a
noticeable gap in the way they documented this before and after the year 1967-68. That is why
the Australian time-series stops in 1968.131
Before this chapter sets out the main findings, one must be aware that the period from the
mid-1930s till the mid-1950s is crucial to our understanding of the Argentine-Australian
divergence. In the figures presented in the sections below, the years 1935, 1943, 1948, and
1953 are key years for Argentina. This is not without a reason, as these dates are in the midst
of political and economic turbulent periods: the Great Depression, the Second World War, and
the regime of Perón. For Australia, because the time-series are more complete, no specific
years are singled out. Nevertheless, the same period from the mid-1930s until the mid-1950s
deserve special attention.

126 HPppe in this analysis also includes working proprietors and working family members. In short, all persons engaged.
127 Censos nacionales: national censuses; censos economicos: economic censuses; censos des poblaciones: population censuses; estadistcas: (literally) statistics; annuarios:
yearbooks; boletines: (here) offical state bulletins. For a complete list, see the appendix, page 57, and the literature list.
128 Then UN sub-organisation CEPAL (Comisión Económica para América Latina y el Caribe) is often used as a source for various statistics in the missing period. Banco
de Análisis y Computación. Sociedad de Responsabilidad Limitada. Consultora de Investigaciones Económicas y Estadísticas (ed) Relevamiento Estadístico de la Economía
Argentina 1900-1980. Primera parte. INDEC: Instituto Nacional De Estadisticas y Censos. This is the Argentine national bureau of statistics. In cooperation with the senior
chef of the library, misses Dos Santos, photos were taken of the sources and used for further analysis back in The Netherlands. CBS: Centraal Bureau voor de Statistiek. In
The Netherlands, this is the national bureau of statistics.
129 ABS: Australian Bureau of Statistics. Online available: http://www.abs.gov.au/ . See the appendix and the literature list (chapter 7) for more details.
130 Note: This was not the case, however, for all Australian statistics. Mineral production figures still were kept on a January-calendar based year. As for the year 1918,
there was an overlap. Data for “1918” revert to the year that started on 1 January 1918 and ended on the day of 31 December 1918, whilst the year “1918-19”, started on 1
July and ended on 30 June 1919.
131 After that year, the manufacturing data are so much different that certain indicators are completely omitted, for example the amount of horsepower, while definitions of
value added and establishments are completely different, from former definitions.
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§ 3.1: Labor productivity
Figure 4 below presents the comparative labor productivity between Argentina and Australia
for the period of 1909-1973 as measured in thousands of 1939 constant US$. Total
manufacturing LP is defined as the worth of the value added divided by the amount of persons
engaged.132 LP is important, because it is a prime indicator of relative manufacturing
performance. Furthermore, LP is an indicator of technical sophistication and efficiency. The
choice for thousands of 1939 constant US$ is relatively simple. That year was the last
economically ‘normal’ year, before the outbreak of the Second World War. 133 The choice to
denominate LP performance in thousands of US$ is relatively simple, since most of the
nominal rates of value added were already denominated in thousands, either in pesos, or
Australian pounds and dollars. In the appendix another figure has been included, portraying the
same data in 1913 constant fine grams of gold.134 The choice for that year is based on the fact
that it was also before a war (WW I) and because the gold standard was still in place then,
which made it possible to find a common denominator in to express LP. No dates after WW II
were chosen as Argentina was severely affected by hyperinflation, which disturbs a proper
conversion of its currency.135

132 Value added: Output – inputs (resources, combustibles, and lubricants). The Argentine ‘valor’ distracted the purchased electricity as well, but since the Australian ‘value
of production’ does not, the Argentineans are compensated for that.
Persons engaged: All persons engaged in the production process. This includes inter-alia blue-collar workers, working proprietors, and family members.
133 This is not to negate the effects of the war which had already started in Poland, 1939 is chosen as the last year before the Second World War started to have serious
effects on the world economy. For Argentina, constant prices are derived from Mitchell, but in the period of 1935-1975 indexes were weighted. To give an example, for the
year 1950, the priceindexes of both 1950 and 1951 were used to create an weighted average for 1950 as a whole.
134 See figure A2, page55.
135 Since hyperinflation affected the Argentine peso moneda nacional (m$n.) during the 1950s and 1960s. For both countries, the amount and currency in which value added
was denominated, changed over time. For example Argentina changed it peso moneda nacional in 1970, for the peso ley; while the Australians during the 1960s switched
from Australian pounds to Australian dollars. Furthermore, the amount in which values were given changed from single pounds and pesos to being denominated into
thousands. To make a comprehensive analysis therefore, the US $ in 1939 was chosen, while at the same time the deflators were also based in that year to compensate for
inflation effects.
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Figure 4: Comparative Labor Productivity, Argentina and Australia.

Sources: Argentina: Bulletin 13, the national industrial census of 1910; the third national census of 1913; the
fourth national census of 1947, the industrial census of 1950, the industrial census of 1954; the economic census
of 1964; and the economic census of 1974. Price index for Argentina derived from Mitchell, B.R. International
Historical Statistics. The Americas 1750-1993 Australia: The Official Yearbooks of the Commonwealth of
Australia, various issues nrs 1-61.136

The aforementioned Argentine data-gap between 1913 and 1935 explains the interruption in
the Argentine time-series here. Over the whole period (1910-1973) there is an increase in LP
of 99.18%, or an average of 1.57 % per year. Whatever the average growth rates, the actual
pattern was not so gradual. Looking at the period before the First World War, one sees
cautious growth. After the war there are three distinguishable periods. First, between 19351943 there was a serious decline; followed by a recovery and a period of stagnation between
1943 and 1963; and finally there is a third period from 1963-1973, where most of the
Argentine productivity growth for this period was gained.
In 1935, during the Great Depression, the LP figure was not considerably higher than in
1913. In fact, during the second half of the 1930s, this figure would even drop below the level
of that reached at the onset of the First World War. In the eight years from 1935 there is a
notable decrease in productivity; which came down to a negative growth rate of 40.21%, or
5.03% on an average annual basis. These results where caused by the Great Depression and the
Second World War. In the course of three years (1943-1946), Argentine LP levels recovered to
their 1935 levels. In the two years afterwards, there was some productivity growth. Yet, from
1948 onwards, a period of comparative stagnation took off, lasting until the early 1960s. In this
period, LP levels hovered around $1100 (1939 constant US$). Finally, in the last decade of the
Argentine time-series, a noticeable growth of 48.84%, or 4.88% on an average annual basis

136 For more detailed information on the sources: the list in the appendix, pages 57-58 will provide further information.
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occurred.137 Nonetheless, certain caution must be taken with regards to the last two
observations, since inflation rates were even more severe than in the late 1940s and early
1950s. In this case, index conversions, even when weighted, might not satisfactory compensate
for the hyperinflation effects.
In Australia, total LP growth over the period of 1909-1968 was 177. 53%, or roughly 3%
on an average annual basis. However, productivity growth was not evenly spread over the
period. For Australia up until the First World War, LP increased by 1.91% on an average
annual basis. During 1914-1918, LP dropped significantly. In the five years before the war
(1909-1914), the average level attained was 21.09 percentage points higher than that of the
years during and just after the war. In the early 1920s, Australian manufacturers recovered,
returning to pre-war performance levels. As of that moment, there is a steady rise in LP, lasting
until the end of the decade. Although LP level growth stabilized in the 1930s, productivity
levels were maintained, unhindered by either the Great Depression or the Second World War.
This stable period lasted until 1951-52.138 From the early 1950s, however, there was a
productivity boom as compared former decades of LP performance. This boom started from
1951-52 onwards, and lasted until the end of the period under investigation (1967-68). In this
period, LP increased by 97.6%, an increase of 6.1% on average per year.
When observing the comparative time-series, there are some conclusions to be drawn.
Firstly, LP growth during the period of investigation was significantly higher in Australia than
in Argentina. Secondly, before the Second World War, neither Argentina nor Australia
witnessed spectacular LP growths rates, these only occurred thereafter.139 However, one must
observe the fall in productivity rates in Argentina for the period of 1935-1943, during the Great
Depression and World War II; while the contemporary Australian productivity levels remained
more or less steady. This is a first (significant) indication of a structural difference between the
Argentine and Australian manufacturing industries.140
Thirdly, after the Second World War, a lasting divergence in comparative productivity
occurred. Prima facie, 1935-1946 looks like an interesting moment for divergence as well,
nevertheless; Argentina in 1946 recovered its comparative LP rates (i.e. a re-convergence in
relative LP ratios) above the pre-war level (1935).141 Therefore, it will be argued that the
divergence in productivity started from the early 1950s onwards, when Argentine productivity
increasingly started to lag behind Australian levels.142 Furthermore, the Australian
performance was more convincing than the Argentine. The Argentineans managed to increase
their productivity only in the last decade under investigation (1963-1973), whilst the
Australians started their boom after 1951-52. In addition, Australian growth curves were
steeper than the Argentine curves. Australian LP growth from 1951-52 grew with 97.6% till
1967-68, that is 6.1% on an annual average basis; as compared to the Argentine increase of
48.5%, which accounted for 4.85% on an average annual basis.

137 For Argentina, from the late 1940s onwards, inflation rates made an indexation for 1939 constant prices inaccurate and difficult, therefore a weighted average of the
index figures of the said year (for example 1950) and the year thereafter (1951 in the same example) are chosen to compensate for these otherwise one-sided figures.
138 From the year 1924-25 till 1951-52, productivity increased with 21.78 %, meaning a 0.81 growth on an average annual basis.
139 For Australia in the first half of the twentieth century, the most significant periods of growth were before 1914 and the second half of the 1920s.
140 For Australia, the only exception to this LP stability was the period of the First World War and the immediate years thereafter. Sadly, for Argentina there are no WW I
LP figures, but it can be assumed that just like the Australian figures, these rates dropped. In the next chapter it will be shown that WW I was important in some regards for
the development of the Australian manufacturing industries.
141 For comparative LP ratios, see table 3 On page35 . The last line of the table presents the comparative ratio of Argentine production vis-à-vis the Australian, For example,
in 1935 Argentine LP was 66.71% of Australian LP in 1939 constant US$. In 1946 this was 77.52%
142 Even in a temporal comparison, Argentine LP levels between 1953 and 1963 dropped in this figure.
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§ 3.2: Labor input
Given that LP is composed of value added divided by the number of persons engaged, it is
also important to consider the labor input rates for the respective countries. Therefore below,
an index-based graph presents the growth of labor input of the respective countries.
Figure 5: Comparative people engaged, Argentina and Australia.

Sources: see figure 4. Argentina persons engaged in 1910: 329,490 Australia: persons engaged in 1910:
260,675.

For Argentina an interesting picture arises. In 1935, labor input was at almost the same
level as in the years before the First World War. Yet, from 1935 till 1946, there is a very steep
rise in labor input, partly explaining the relative decline in LP up until 1943.143 Surprising is
the sudden jump from an already steep growth in labor input, between 1943 and 1946. Even
more surprising is the fact that this same period was the first stage in the productivity boom.
Increasing LP with a growth in labor input is an indicator of capital widening, or of an
increased utilization rate of formerly underutilized (old) fixed capital. It is not probable that
human capital was increased in a period of rapid increase in labor input. In absolute numbers
869,185 persons were engaged in 1943 against 1,107,829 in 1946. After this steep rise in labor
input, there was a minor set-back in the next four years, which might partly explain a further
rise in LP up until 1948. After 1950, labor inputs increased again, though not as remarkable as
before. In 1948 and 1950, relative labor inputs remained stable, just as LP-levels, but from
1950, inputs increased more rapidly than LP. Between 1953 and 1963, inputs increased while
productivity dropped slightly. From 1963 till 1973, LP growth was matched by increases in

143 For Argentina, growth in labor input started promising, from 1910-1913, there was an annual average increase of 8.17%, but as WW I came, this growth apparently faded
to almost nothing: between 1913 and 1935. Input grew by only 13.92%, that’s 0.63% annually on average. The 1935-1946 increase in labor input is 137.06%. On average this
was 12.46% per year. Between 1943-46, this average annual growth in input was 9.15%.
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labor inputs. This was probably a time of genuine development in the manufacturing sector of
Argentina.
Australia’s time series are more complete and therefore, the direct effects of the Great
Depression are also accounted for. From 1909 till 1927 there is a rising trend in labor input
growth. From 1928 onwards – a year before the stock-market crash – a temporary decrease is
discernible, which has its low in 1932.144 Thereafter, an obvious steeper growth trend in input
is noticeable. However, in the aftermath of the Second World War, this trend is somewhat
interrupted. Relating input with Australian LP renders the following results. Up until the Great
Depression, the labor input and LP patterns roughly match. Afterward, the input curve varies
somewhat, while the productivity curve remains stable. This probably means that in Australia,
manufacturers were able to match the input levels to demand, maintaining stable LP growths,
in spite of input fluctuations. From 1944, Australian input temporarily decreased. Finally, from
1946 till 1968, growth was mild, while LP from the early 1950s grew rapidly. This might be an
indicator that capital, fixed or human, had increased. It is also likely that production processes
improved, through foreign experiences. As will be mentioned later on, after the war, the
Australian federal government encouraged foreign companies to come to Australia.145
Comparing labor input rates of Argentina and Australia one must notice that these
trajectories are quite similar. As a matter of fact, the two countries’ respective dots on more
than one occasion cover each other. The biggest differences between the two were when
exceptional events occurred, like the Second World War and the ascension of Perón. Failing to
see major differences in labor input between both countries, one must conclude that the
significant explanation in LP levels lay in other factors. In short, LP is more than just adding
labor hours to a production process. That is why in the next section the amount of horsepower
per person – a measure of fixed capital performance - will be investigated.
§ 3.3: Horsepower per person engaged
On the next page, the horsepower (HP) per person engaged (HPppe) figure will be presented,
meaning that the amount of horsepower in manufacturing is divided by the people engaged. In
the appendix, there is also a graph that depicts the relative growth of HP.146 HPppe as an
indicator has several advantages over others. Being a physical measure, HPppe allows for
direct comparisons in contrast to measures that are currency based. That is, this indicator is not
affected by changing exchange and inflation rates. Furthermore, it is an indicator of the power
that was provided by fixed capital, and thus acts as a supplement to the rates of labor input.
The HPppe graph starts in the 1930s, rather than the 1910s, because before, power generating
facilities (public utilities) were also included in the data set of Australia. This would give a
rather distorted picture of the real amount of power employed in manufacturing alone.
Notice that both curves mildly mirror the ones found for their respective LP rates. In
Argentina, from the late 1930s there is a drop which lasts until 1946. Then a recovery sets in
and HPppe grew steadily ever since. For Australia, the trend until 1948 is one of gradual
increase; thereafter the pace accelerates, anticipating the boost in LP with roughly two years.147
Nevertheless, in Argentina, HPppe continues to drop between 1943 and 1946, while labor
144 Due to over-borrowing by the Commonwealth government and a drop in the export prices for Australian products, the Australian economy contracted even before the
stock market crash of October 1929. This might explain the drop in labor inputs before 1929. See Macintyre, S. A Concise History of Australia (Cambridge 2004) 177.
145 In Australia, input growths were 4.15% on an average yearly basis between 1909-1927. However, between 1927-1932 there was an input decrease of 27.87%, or 5.57 on
an average basis per annum. Note that this decrease anticipated the actual 1929 crash, the reasons will be given later on. Recovery in the 1930s was strong however, from
1932-1944 input grew by an average of 10.84% and in total by 130.63%. There was a temporal dip in this growth in the finishing years of the war however and this is
probably related to the war efforts Australia had to make. Input in this period decreased by a mild 3%. From 1946 till 1968, average annual growth grew by 3.59% on an
average annual basis or 79.03% in total. This slack in growth of persons engaged was also reflected in the EAP figures mentioned in the introduction.
146 See figure A3, page 56, for the growth of HP, 1935=100.
147 This is equal to an average annual of 2.28%.
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input and LP grew in this period. It is therefore argued that this Argentine LP growth was in
fact a recovery of LP performance, made possible by using formerly underutilized (fixed)
capital. In chapter four it will be argued that this was due to the effects of WW II.
In Argentina during the period under consideration (1930-1973), HPppe levels rises from
2.34 HPppe to 4.43 HPppe, meaning an 88.99% increase overall. Two major periods are
recognizable for Argentina: 1935-1946 and 1946-1974. In the first period, the curve is curling
up and down, ending in a temporary collapse in 1946, with only 1.86 HPppe available. Before
this drop however, HPppe grew to 2.52 in 1939, and after 1941, it began to decline.148 In the
second period, there is a steady rise, although in the first nine years the growth curve is
relatively steep compared to later growth that started from 1953 onwards. The rise from 1946
till 1974 accounted for 136.71%, an annual average of 4.88%.
Figure 6: Fixed capital as measured in HPppe, 1930-1973.

Sources: see figure 4.

For Australia, there are also two periods distinguishable. The first, lasting from the early
1930s till 1948; was one of a modest trend towards growth, from 2.22 HPppe in 1934 till 3.00
HPppe in 1948. The other lasted from 1948 till 1968 and ended with 6.23 HPppe.149 What is
important to consider is the fact that HPppe in Australia anticipated the LP boom, whereas in
Argentina during the late 1940s, HPppe fluctuations followed it.
Although eventually, Argentine HPppe (4.43) in 1973 would be 71.11% of Australian
HPppe in 1968 (6.23); in their initial phases, Argentine and Australian curves do not differ
much. After the drop from 1941 till 1946, which might reasonably be explained by the rise in
148 In the period of 1935-1946, the HPppe amount decreased by 20.16%, meaning an annual average decrease of 1.83%. From 1935-19419 growth in this measure was
8.55%. This is an annual average of 1.42%. The decline from 1941-1946 accounted for 26.45%, an annual average of 5.29%.
149 The modest growth inclined 34.96% over the whole period. That was 2.5% on an average yearly basis. The second period knew a growth of 107.57%, coming down to a
5.38% increase per year averagely.
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labor input; the Argentine curve moves in parallel with the Australian up until 1953. What
needs explanation is the steady rise of HPppe in Australia, in spite of a rapid increase in labor
input there. After 1953, the Argentine curve flattens, just like the productivity curve; though
the LP curve started to flatten four years before. The Australian curve, however, steepened
since 1948 and did not flatten. Combining this with the fact that Australian HPppe rate did not
decline during the period of rapid increases in labor input – as in Argentina – indicates that the
organization of inputs and the allocation of fixed capital in Australia was more efficient vis-àvis Argentina.
§ 3.4: Scale
In this section therefore, a comparative analysis of scale will be presented, because generally in
manufacturing, returns are increasing with scale. Scale is therefore an indicator of the efficient
allocation of factors. As just proposed, Australians probably operated at a greater scale than
their Argentine counterparts. Therefore in the graph below, the average number of persons
engaged per establishment is presented, as this is a measure of organization.
What is apparent in the period under consideration, is the fact that the size of the average
establishment was larger in Australia than in Argentina. Often, Australian establishments
employed twice the amount of persons as their Argentine counterparts. The Australian average
size of establishments remained relatively stable overall, with two notable exceptions. Firstly,
the period of the Great Depression saw a significant decrease in the amount of persons
engaged per establishment, although idiosyncratic circumstances contributed to the fact that
this period started roughly a year earlier in Australia.150 This rate was followed by a slow
recovery towards the end of the 1930s, as can be observed by the last pre-war years; when
average employee per establishment rates were back at their old levels. The Second World
War marked the second exceptional period. Average establishment sizes rose rapidly, peaking
in 1942-43 at levels of near thirty persons engaged.151 Afterwards, a rapid decline occurred
again, and in the first years after the war, rates stabilized around their ‘normal’ levels. Then, a
final, yet minor drop occurred. This relatively rapid drop in early till mid 1950s coincides with
the LP boom in Australia.

150 See note 144 in the section of labor input rates.
151 This need not be a surprise, in wartime it is necessary for a government to centralize production for a number of different reasons: control, overview, simplification.
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Figure 7: Average number of persons engaged per manufacturing establishment.

Sources: see figure 4.152

Looking at the Argentine case, a different picture arises. Average establishment sizes hover
around the 12 or 13 persons engaged from the mid 1930s till 1950.153 Afterwards, there was a
considerable drop, reaching just a bit more than eight persons per establishment in 1953;
followed by a slow recovery towards the end of the time series. This recovery however, was
incomplete and took longer than the period of 1935 till 1950. Interestingly, Argentine
manufacturing operated at its largest scale during 1935-1950, meaning that the scale in this
period remained more or less the same, while LP fluctuated immensely during the same
phase.154
As has been seen in the first three years of LP recovery, this recovery was accompanied by
relative labor increases. However, in this period, scale remained more or less equal, another
indication that former capital underutilization was being undone, since there were no
significant changes in the operation scale. This is logical, as a relative increase in labor input
should ordinarily mean a decrease in productivity according to the definition of LP used here.
When labor input increases rapidly, the only way for LP to rise as well is for the value added to
increase even more rapidly. However, if capital goods stood idle before (lacking personnel to
operate them), a relative labor input increase could have temporarily triggered a LP increase.
This also indicates however, that the machinery was not the most modern, as it had been
152 Note that from there is an unusual increase in the number of establishments between 1950 and 1953 which causes most of the fall of the number of persons engaged per
establishment. This might be due to changes in definitions
153 Establishment: Argentina: industrial work done in factories, plants, workshops, etc.. Occupied workers or family members of the owners, or alternatively possessing ½
or more horsepower engine installed. Therefore artisan (craft) activities are excluded that are carried out by one person. (census 1954). Australia: “[E]very factory, which is
defined for this purpose as an establishment where four or more persons are employed or where power (other than manual) is used in any manufacturing process. This
definition includes factories in educational and charitable institutions, reformatories, and other public institutions (except penitentiaries), but does not cover smallgoods
makers, laundries, photography studios, florists and seedsmen, or most abattoirs.” Yearbook (1965)
154 Here establishment size and LP figures seem non-related.
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standing there for some time. Furthermore, what was already suggested in the section of labor
productivity, Australian production was more flexible than in Argentina. Whereas in Argentina
stability in scale was accompanied with LP fluctuations (1935-1943 decrease, and 1943-1946
recovery), in Australia the opposite occurred. In the difficult period of the Great Depression
and the Second World War, scale size fluctuated in combination with stability in LP levels.
This is an indication that Australian production was comparatively flexible in its response to
economic disturbances.
§ 3.5: Sub-sectors
In order to investigate the propositions made in the last paragraph, the manufacturing sectors
of both countries will be looked at in greater detail. A list of subdivisions will therefore be
presented below. Notice that the sub-sectors as they are presented in this thesis are derived
from differing sources (see figure 4). This means that in Argentina and in Australia there were
one or two changes in the classifications of the sub-sectors, while the Argentine classifications
also differed to some extent from their Australian counterpart. Hence, the classifications of the
sub-sectors are composed using a ‘largest common divider’ principle.
Table 2: Manufacturing sectors.
1 Metals, Machines, Conveyances (M)
2 Textiles & Clothing, Leather & Skins (T)
3 Chemical, Dyes, Pharmaceuticals and Rubber (C)
4 Food, Drinks, Tobacco (F)
5 Forestry products and manufactures (W)
6 Stones, earthenware, glass and ceramics (S)
7 Paper, Stationery, Printing, Bookbinding, etc (P)
8 Other, Various manufacturing (O)
Sources: see figure 4. Note that the first sector includes electrical
machines and vehicles as well, and the fifth sector includes all kinds
of wooden products like furniture.155

It is important to examine sub-sectors, as some sectors prove more productive than others.
An example of this is the difference in productivity between a high-tech sector, like the ITsector in Silicon Valley, versus that of a simple textile industry.156 Particularly relevant are the
metals and machinery sector and the chemical sector. These are more knowledge-intensive and
have steeper learning and experience curves than the other sub-sectors.157 Furthermore,
without a significant metals and machinery sector, a country is dependent for its capital goods
on other economies. Relatively low productive sectors are the textile-industries and the food
sector, while the others are in-between.

155 Note that there are some minor differences between the sub-sectors. For Argentina, they were kept relatively stable, were the greatest difference was between 1913 and
the rest of the sectors. While for Australia, there was a major change in the late 1920s in the notation and classification of sub-sectors. One big difference for Australia in this
respect is that rubber before 1927 was included in the 8th (Other, Various) category, while thereafter it was part of the 3th (Chemicals and Rubber). For 1928 and 1929 it was
even part of the category ‘leather’, however these two years have been omitted altogether. Each category is also given a letter. Normally that is the first letter of the category,
i.e Chemicals is C, but for Forestry products, this letter is changed to a W (wood), since the Food category already starts with a F.
156 Reinhert, on several occasions makes this comparison in his book How Rich Countries Got Rich… and Why Poor Countries Stay Poor (London 2007). For example,
page 57.
157 Ibidem, 137-139. “Learning curves measure labour productivity over time.” “Any epoch of time is characterized by the fact that certain products, often quite new ones,
experience a tremendous productivity development, generally linked with rapid increase in demand.” “[A] typical pattern for technological development over time: rapid
technological development that gradually flattens out. A new technology is born, and its potential – its trajectory – is gradually reduced and learning flattens out. This pattern
is reflected in the pattern of world trade. The rich countries, where the technological innovations are found, produce and export as long as the learning curve is steep.” “In
reality the learning curve – when it has flattened out – will have exhausted most of its possibilities for increasing wealth”. “When a poor country [developing country]
gradually takes over shoe production [when the possibilities for new innovations are exhausted], it will be close to impossible to increase the standard of living.”.
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This sub-sectoral examination starts with the three tables below. They illustrate the
comparative LP performance, the comparative HPppe ratios, and the comparative proportions
of scale. In each circumstance, the Argentine percentage vis-à-vis the contemporary Australian
is given. For example, Argentine LP performance in the textiles industries (T) in 1913 was
90.87% in comparison with the Australian LP for that year. These comparative percentages are
derived by dividing the Argentine figures by their Australian counterparts and then multiply
them by 100. 158 For reasons of continuity, the three indicators are chosen as they are also used
in the analysis of total manufacturing. Notice that the table illustrating the relative amounts of
HPppe has a different time-scale than those for the comparative LP performance and the
comparative proportions of scale.
Table 3: Comparative Argentine LP performance.
1913
1935
1937
1939
1941
1943
1946
1948
1950
1953
1963
M 67,54% 68,03% 60,73% 60,30% 47,50% 46,85% 62,11% 75,13% 74,22% 74,34% 48,08%
T
90,87% 87,12% 85,01% 85,96% 59,92% 56,76% 110,00% 110,76% 105,78% 105,89% 56,09%
C 77,59% 45,99% 37,99% 43,23% 47,68% 42,94% 94,35% 110,72% 106,83% 97,42% 59,57%
F
70,73% 51,55% 45,37% 41,54% 34,42% 32,73% 72,67% 75,55% 82,54% 81,33% 47,94%
W 79,40% 55,18% 53,18% 49,87% 37,53% 35,58% 53,00% 62,63% 61,69% 50,17% 24,94%
S
58,28% 53,42% 44,43% 75,08% 33,93% 32,25% 54,32% 62,77% 72,86% 58,70% 29,65%
P
85,25% 82,19% 81,79% 79,10% 63,06% 53,92% 66,84% 81,32% 84,06% 75,15% 41,25%
O 126,62% 45,99% 45,11% 57,06% 43,62% 39,16% 54,37% 69,54% 71,01% 67,01% 42,93%
M 84,74% 66,71% 60,17% 60,03% 46,02% 43,31% 77,52% 86,16% 86,81% 82,61% 49,73%
Sources: see figure 4. Note: The letters are explained in table 2. However, here there is one extra bold ‘M’ at the
bottom of the table. This bold M stands for ‘Manufacturing’, and thus gives the comparative ratio for
manufacturing as a whole.

M
T
C
F
W
S
P
O
M

1937
69,94%
144,55%
109,15%
97,95%
61,95%
64,20%
109,24%
418,10%
100,43%

1939
60,76%
132,28%
111,58%
100,91%
54,76%
83,45%
108,53%
362,79%
96,94%

Table 4: Comparative Argentine HPppe ratios.
1941
1943
1946
1948
1950
71,18%
71,36%
54,26%
61,21%
63,99%
119,51%
89,22%
84,36%
99,82% 113,81%
146,16% 123,83%
86,01%
86,22%
89,99%
96,16%
86,53%
73,70%
81,14%
89,09%
39,71%
31,43%
28,24%
38,59%
46,25%
75,55%
45,16%
38,01%
53,28%
55,80%
57,36%
46,50%
54,94%
76,12%
71,38%
335,36% 206,70% 121,05% 173,23% 166,49%
94,53%
81,11%
65,63%
75,44%
79,07%
Sources: see figure 4. Note: see table 3.

1953
77,26%
116,32%
88,40%
74,95%
39,85%
63,21%
69,81%
174,41%
78,15%

1964
68,68%
122,72%
55,44%
63,25%
51,88%
48,44%
80,96%
86,48%
68,94%

158 To continue the in-text example; when considering that the following prices are in 1939 constant US$, Argentine LP performance in 1913 was $530, while the Australian
counterpart was $590. When one divides 530 by 590 and multiplies that answer with 100, the percentage one derives is 89.83%. However, since the Argentine and Australian
amounts are rounded figures, the actual percentage for the comparative Argentine LP performance in the textile industries for 1913 was 90.87%. Likewise, HPppe and
operation scale figures were thus acquired.
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M
T
C
F
W
S
P
O
M

1913
35,09%
34,33%
83,96%
33,69%
39,26%
53,99%
42,80%
76,99%
38,79%

1935
49,92%
73,41%
90,86%
69,13%
79,55%
39,06%
73,00%
54,93%
62,18%

Table 5: Comparative Argentine proportions of scale.
1937
1939
1941
1943
1946
1948
38,00% 35,64% 30,07% 20,07% 26,64% 35,40%
62,38% 58,07% 58,38% 63,31% 60,52% 65,34%
90,32% 90,63% 64,93% 42,53% 85,87% 103,35%
68,45% 68,42% 72,71% 73,82% 74,02% 77,42%
75,85% 78,78% 84,40% 102,97% 88,18% 77,08%
38,26% 38,78% 41,47% 49,93% 43,41% 52,87%
73,98% 69,29% 74,34% 79,30% 75,47% 67,05%
52,02% 51,83% 59,34% 53,55% 42,10% 38,52%
55,47% 53,36% 51,04% 44,43% 50,04% 56,39%
Sources: see figure 4. Note: see table 3.

1950
36,21%
67,68%
107,93%
75,91%
75,57%
59,13%
64,27%
40,77%
57,75%

1953
31,36%
43,79%
75,87%
63,47%
53,64%
28,13%
47,65%
26,22%
41,40%

1964
39,21%
60,02%
55,65%
55,10%
41,41%
34,34%
44,32%
39,85%
45,60%

Recognizable throughout the time-series is the Argentine comparative advantage in the textileindustries; the paper, stationary and bookbinding industries; and in the chemical and rubber
industries.159 The textiles and chemical sectors would in the late 1940s and early 1950s even
display an absolute advantage. From these sectors, the textile-industry is not a sector which is
very advanced, neither is the paper industry. Yet, the chemical and rubber industry is an
advanced sector.160 In figure 8 below, one can observe the significant contribution this sector
made with regards to the recovery of the LP performance in Argentine manufacturing from
1943 to 1946.161 Moreover, in the sequent two years, this sector was mainly responsible for
growth in total manufacturing LP rates. In the years thereafter, this sector would remain the
largest contributor to total productivity performance.162
For Argentina, the most important contributors within this chemical sector were petrol
products (mostly refinery products), rubber products, and the pharmaceuticals and medicine
products. In 1946, the respective contributions these activities had to the total value added in
the chemical sector were 22.74%, 7.72% and 5.91%. However four years later, these
percentages had increased to 30.88%, 9.63% and 14.42% respectively. Especially the petrol
products and the pharmaceuticals experienced a significant growth. Henceforth, these
percentages would either increase or remain stable, thus these three account for more than half
of the value added within the chemical sector. On average petroleum activities accounted for
29.1% of total chemical value added. Important to note is that the leap in the LP performance
of the Argentine chemical sectors between 1943 and 1946 can partially be attributed to a
relative rise in LP performance of the petrol products activities. In 1943, its relative LP rates as
compared to the total chemical relative LP rate was 192.42% (total chemical relative
LP=100%), whilst three years later, this percentage had risen to 269.26%.
The Australian chemical sector was also the relative largest contributor to total
manufacturing LP levels, as can be seen below in figure 9. Sadly, the official yearbooks do not
159 If one takes the averages of the comparative ratios in LP, than the following classification can be made as regards to the Argentine comparative advantages: 1) textile
industry 86.74%; 2) paper industry 72.18%, 3) chemical industry 69.48%; 4) metal and machinery industry 55.50%; 5) the food and tobacco industry 57.85%; 6) the stone
and ceramics industry 52.34%; 7) the woodworking industry 51.20%. The “other category” since it is a very heterogeneous category, is omitted from the ranking, its
comparative ratio is: 60.22%.
160 Note: Chemicals as they aggregated in this thesis using the largest common divider. Argentine chemicals: Washing water; vegetable oils; Alcohol, cleaning and
denaturation; shine wax; paints and varnishes; Tanning; Paste (not specified); Matches; Fireworks; Fungicides, insecticides and disinfective fluids; Compressed and liquefied
gases; Soap, (exc toiletsoap); Pefumes and hygiene products (inc toiletsoap); Medicine and pharmaceuticals; Cleaners and polishes; Salts (milled); Tallow reefing, animal oils
and boiling down (bone); Ink, writing, printing; Leather dye (footwear); Stearin candles and paraffin; Mineral acids and lubricants, petrol products; Rubber shoes; Various
rubber products. Australian chemicals: “Industry and heavy chemicals and acids; Pharmaceutical and toilet preparations; Explosives (inc fireworks); white-lead, paints and
varnish; Oils vegetable, mineral and animal; Boiling down (bone), tallow refining; Soap and candles; Chemical fertilers, Inks, polishes, etc; Matches; Other; Rubber goods,
inc tyre made; Tyre retreading and repairing.”
161 In figure 8 and 9, the Other category (O) is omitted from the figure in order to have a clearer picture.
162 Argentine relative LP of the chemical sector, where total manufacturing has a relative LP of 100%: 1913: 149.13%; 1935: 117.09%; 1937: 110.22%; 1939: 119.20%;
1941: 125,08%; 1943: 125,58%; 1946: 176.02%; 1948: 186.79%; 1950: 184.06%; 1953: 188.70%; 1963: 221.61%; 1973: 207.56%.
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provide such detailed information as the Argentine censuses with regards to sub-sectors.163 It
can be noted that in the years when an Argentine recovery occurred in its comparative
(manufacturing) LP performance, it had a strong comparative advantage in the chemical sector.
Afterwards, in years when the Argentine comparative advantage in this sub-sector declined,
this was due to a comparative rise in Australian performance, rather than a decrease in
(absolute) Argentine chemical LP rates. A significant difference is that in Australia the
contribution of the chemical LP in relation to total manufacturing LP would never be as high
as in Argentina.
Figure 8: Argentine LP rates per sub-sector.

Sources: See figure 4.

163 This does not necessarily mean that the data are unavailable. It is due to a lack of time that these data are not retrieved. A future analysis might include these data for a
more complete comparative analysis.
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Figure 9: Australian LP rates per sub-sector.

Sources: See figure 4.

This relatively efficient performance in the Argentine chemicals industries is also reflected
when looking at the comparative proportions of scale.164 On average, the scale at which this
sector operated was 79.16% of the Australian counterpart, while for manufacturing as a whole,
this was just below 50%.165 Furthermore, for the chemical industry, the people engaged and the
way they were managed seems to be the most important factor for LP performance, rather than
sheer power. As can be distinguished, in the 1930s, Argentine HPppe levels in this brand of
industry were well above Australian levels, yet it comparatively underperformed in terms of
LP. Even more telling: when LP improved, comparative HPppe levels initially dropped, while
people engaged and scale increased in this sector.166 This is yet another indication that during
these three years there was an underutilization of the available capital stock in Argentina.
Notice as well that in the other sectors, comparative HPppe levels dropped between 1943 and
1946.
In addition to the chemical industries, the metals and machinery sector is also relevant, as it
includes highly technological products and it was a sector that could relatively absorb much
labor. Equally important, the state of this sector determines to what level a country can provide
itself with sufficient fixed capital goods and sophisticated equipment and machinery for
production processes in the other manufacturing sectors. Here, the most telling difference lies
in the comparative operation scale between Argentina and Australia. Argentine comparative
operation scale was always less than 50% of its Australian counterpart. Nevertheless,
comparative LP and HPppe levels were well above this percentage. Moreover, these
comparative figures of operation scale display the lowest percentages of all the sub-sectors,
indicating that the metal sector in Argentina operated at the comparatively smallest scale. This
indicates that Argentine establishments in this sector consisted mostly of small workshops as
164 See table 6, Relative proportions of scale.
165 On average for the years which are presented in the table.
166 In the chemical sector relative proportions of productivity were 44.85% in 1943 and rose to 96.06% in 1946. In the same period, HPppe dropped from 123.83% to
86.01% which seems counter-intuitive at first.
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compared to the Australian sector. Therefore, it is not conceivable that the nature of the two
sectors between the two countries match.
In the next chapter, some explanations will be provided to make the findings in this chapter
intelligible. Furthermore, combining qualitative understanding with quantitative information
might give new insights.
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4. Explanations
In the former chapter some proximate causes were investigated in order to explain and
pinpoint the divergence of Argentina vis-à-vis Australia. Amongst the most important of these
were the LP time-series, which were accompanied by other indicators. However, as was
already concluded after analyzing the existing literature (Chapter 2), proximate causes need to
be supplemented with deep causes in order have significance.
Following the results found in the former chapter, one period stands out as needing further
investigation. That is the period of the 1930s-1950s. Argentine economic performance
fluctuated significantly in this period, while Australian performance was relatively stable.
Only when looking at the operation scale levels, an inverted pattern was observed; where
Argentine levels remained stable (rigid), whilst Australian levels fluctuated significantly. This
chapter will try to provide (qualitative) explanations for the results found in chapter three.
Ultimately, this thesis likes to propose that the structural cause of the divergence must be
located in the early 1950s, when in Argentina manufacturing LP-growth stagnated, whilst
simultaneously its Australian counterpart started to seriously take off.
This chapter will argue that the specific expressions of how Argentina and Australia
handled the crises that presented themselves in the form of the Great Depression and the
Second World War, reside in the relatively high levels of political disorder and inequality in
Argentina with regards to Australia. Therefore, first an analysis of the specific (proximate)
events will follow, thereafter the divergence and its proximate causes will be embedded in a
context using deep causes.
§ 4.1: Timing: Proximate Causes
This thesis follows Willebald in his observation that the divergence within the settler society
group started from the 1940s onwards. It was from the late 1940s and the early 1950s that the
deep differences between Argentina and Australia (in this case) came to the fore. Therefore
this thesis also follows Taylor when he stressed that the break intensified after the 1950s,
though in contrast with this author, this thesis sees the principal divergence there.
Nevertheless, the period from the 1930s onwards were important for explaining the early
1950s divergence.
§ 4.1.1: The 1930s and WWII
Although the Argentine conservative elites preferred a traditional, export-oriented growth
strategy, such a course was no longer feasible from the 1930s onwards, and Argentina was
forced by the external circumstances of the Great Depression to embark on a path of import
substitution industrialization (hereafter, ISI) and protective measures.167 ISI differs from
general industrialization in that it is specifically targeted to prevent imports of manufactures
from abroad, in order to acquire or maintain a healthy terms of trade.168 Measured in people
engaged and output, manufacturing grew rapidly in this period. However, manufacturing was
restrained towards light and consumer industries. Heavy industry was as good as absent.
Argentine manufacturing was thus typically restrained towards the last moments of the

167 Rock, Argentina 1526-1987 231-238.
168 Pugel, T.A. International Economics (New York 2004) 323-328 (Twelfth Edition). The so-called infant industry argument is often attached to ISI policies and protective
measures. As a newly industrializing economy is probably unable to compete on the world market, the best it can hope for is to compete with imported foreign manufactures
on the home market. In order to gain technical knowledge and skills, it is argued that these new industries must be sheltered from foreign competition until they have
acquired enough experience and scale to compete with international firms. However, the problem is that these industries often do not grow up as the one thing they do not
learn is to stand on their own feet.
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production process, and it was essentially an assembly industry.169 This means that Argentina
needed to import intermediate goods, as well as natural resources.
Australia also pursued an ISI path during the 1930s, yet there it meant a further
intensification of, rather than a new start of inward-oriented policies. New policies were
introduced in addition to existing protective policies. The combined effects of World War I
(stimulation heavy industry), the rising tariffs from the 1920s and the import-substitution of
the 1930s had resulted in “a larger manufacturing complex” and “an engineering capacity and
culture that would be invaluable in the coming war, and in peacetime that came after.”170
Moreover, the value of infant industry arguments had become political and intellectual
orthodoxy in Australia during the 1920s.171
The Second World War seriously jeopardized existing Argentine ISI policies, as many
intermediate goods and resources could not be imported during the war. This might explain
the decreased performance up until 1943, and as was also suggested in chapter three, it makes
the suggestion that capital underutilization had been undone between 1943-1946 even more
plausible. The credibility of this statement is made even more conceivable with the
observation that Argentine factories dealt with “technological designs that were antiquated,
equipment consisted of used or obsolete machinery”.172 In addition, because of Argentina’s
neutrality during the war, it alienated its principal source of foreign capital, the US, while
after the war, Perón’s independent stance did not foster the return of friendly relations with
the Americans. 173
For Australia this same war caused an opposite outcome. Benefiting from a modern
manufacturing structure that was the result of decades of stimulation, the Second World War
proved to be a stimulus to the Australian economy. The decades of stimulation enabled the
required expansion of production that was the result of a nearby war, that is, a war fought in
the western-Pacific region.174 “Australia was in a much stronger position in 1945 than it had
been in 1939, or at the end of the First World War.”175 Unlike Argentina, Australia became
part of a “sterling trade bloc” (1939) that anticipated World War II. This bloc provided means
for the (then) potential wartime transport and sales of products. When war broke out in
September 1939, price controls were added. Australia was thus better prepared for war than
Argentina.
§ 4.1.2: The post-war period
In tandem with the war, a coup against the conservative government succeeded in 1943,
which gives a reasonable explanation for the appalling performance figures Argentina
experienced in the former chapter for that particular year. Juan D. Perón was part of that coup
and a year later he was president of the Consejo Nacional de Posguerra, a national council for
the post-war planning of economic development. It was concluded there that ISI policies
would be the best way to stimulate the domestic economy, though a plan to encourage
manufacturing exports to nearby Latin-American countries was also considered. Even after
Perón was ousted from power, industrialization would remain the official policy of the
subsequent governments in Argentina.176

169 Barbero. and Rocchi,. ‘Industry’ 272-290.
170 Meredith, and Dyster, Australia in the Global Economy 94-141, Quote, 138-141; MacIntyre, A Concise History of Australia 162-163.
171 Meredith and Dyster, Australia in the Global Economy. 103-108. Infant industry: see footnote, 168.
172 Barbero en Rocchi ‘Industry’ 277.
173 Tuchin, J.S. Argentina and the United States. A Conflicted Relationship (Boston 1990) 95-110.
174 MacIntyre, A Consise History of Australia 194-198; Meredith and Dyster, Australia in the Global Economy 167-191.
175 Meredith and Dyster, Australia in the Global Economy. 172.
176 Barbero en Rocchi ‘Industry’ 272-290.
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It can be concluded that Juan D. Perón’s project for completely transforming the
Argentine society and economy proved too ambitious for the amount of time to realize it.177
Using the political capital acquired through his (and Eva’s) charisma, Perón’s regime was
able to implement drastic reforms in economic and social policies. One of the more important
of these was the construction of an elaborate system of credit transfers from the income
earned by the exports of the agricultural sector towards industrialization projects. Credit
supply for the manufacturing sector was made less complicated with the foundation of the
Industrial Bank, which subsidized credit for manufacturers. Meanwhile, negative real interest
made borrowing attractive. In addition, Perón initiated elaborate health care, education, and
other social welfare programs like pensions for the masses. Nevertheless, the effects of social
welfare programs on economic development typically require some time before they become
significant and measurable.178
Here another problem arose in the economic development plan of Perón. These drastic
increases of real wages in a limited time-span had an unexpected double adverse effect on
economic development. At first sight, these increases should have stimulated manufacturing
development as consumers now had more purchasing power. However, even though
Argentineans had more purchasing power, these were partially used to buy domestic
agricultural products otherwise reserved for exports. Moreover, social welfare costs strained
the national budget even further. The necessity of a swift transformation is explained by the
turbulent political situation that was caused by centuries of inequality and high stakes of the
landed elites. Perón needed to show results quickly to his supporters and his enemies alike.179
What further exacerbated problems concerning the agricultural exports was the fact that
the plan to finance the restructuring of the Argentine society was based on a gamble from
Perón’s side. He miscalculated the economic situation in post-war Europe, and its future
prospects. He was convinced that the depressed state of the collapsed economy would last,
and that the Europeans would be perpetually dependent on agricultural imports from countries
such as Argentina. However, in 1947 the American congress authorized the execution of the
European Recovery Plan, better known as the Marshall Plan. One of the stipulations was that
recipients would import their agricultural products from the USA.180 Another was that the
Europeans should economically co-operate. This demand for co-operation would quickly lead
to include the market for agricultural products, which gave a continent wide protection for
agricultural products. Thus, the potential for agricultural exports had greatly diminished, and
so the possibilities to stimulate ISI policies through the redistribution of export income.181
However, despite the stimulation for ISI when Perón was in power, Argentine
manufacturing could not transform its structure overnight. One of the more important reasons
why this stimulation failed, was the inability to sufficiently shift its manufacture to include
adequate production levels of intermediate and capital goods.182 Evidence for this statement
can be found in the industrial census of 1954, where it shows that only 28.34% of the ‘nonelectrical vehicles and machinery’ output resided under the following classification:
“Máquinas y motores, exclusive los eléctricos; construction, armado y reparación, incluso la
fabricación de repuestos”. Note that this does not include the production of machinery proper,
but also includes reparation works, the building of spare parts, and the building of military

177 Gallo, A. ‘Argentina-Australia: Growth and Divergence in the Twentieth Century’ 18.
178 Lewis, D.K. The History of Argentina (New York 2001) 99-108.
179 Ibidem, 99-108.; Rock Argentina 1526-1987 266. “Perón’s great error, which sprang from his need to increase his legitimacy and his means of political self-defense, was
to commit all his resources too early on the assumption that these forecasts and expectations were correct”
180 Note: these stipulations were from January 1948 onwards and these were no initial requirements.
181 Lewis, The History of Argentina 99-108; Rock, Argentina 1526-1987 294.
182 Gerchunoff and Fajgelbaum, ¿Porque Argentina no fue Australia? 71-82.
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equipment. The remaining 71.66% was accounted for by the construction and repair of
vehicles, including ships.183
The development of the production of intermediate and capital goods was eventually
hampered by official policy, which promote deepening of substitution rather than
industrialization, and problems posed by technological complexity and high capital intensity.
Moreover, since manufacturing produced only for the domestic market, it did not generate
foreign currency to pay for the imports of these technologically advanced intermediate
goods.184 For the supply of foreign currency, Argentina still relied on the exports of primary
products, whilst its export-markets in Europe became increasingly more closed to Argentine
agricultural products because of the recovery and the stipulations of the Marshall Plan.185
This stimulation of the economy therefore explains simultaneously the sudden post-war
(WWII) peak in manufacturing performance, as well as the sudden drop in performance after
1950. In short, Argentina overstretched its possibilities.
This view is also supported by Andres Gallo, who argued that “[a]fter the end of the
Second World War, things changed abruptly.” Particularly the abruptness of “institutional
change”, made Argentina suddenly turn its market orientation from primary product exports,
to strict government interferences in all parts of society, especially in the rural sector. This
sudden change created “uncertainty over property rights and stable rules for market
transactions.” It also caused political instability and a lack of the rule of law, prerequisites for
successful economic development. 186
Argentina did manage to have a comparative advantage in the chemical sector, however.
This is probably because this sector typically employs a small group of highly educated
people. This advantage can be explained by the Argentine tradition of relatively low levels of
enrolment in primary education vis-à-vis relative high levels of enrolment in academic
education.187 Nevertheless, the negative side of stimulating the chemical sector is that
possible distributive effects in wealth and income for this sector are relatively low in
comparison with other sectors, because the employment possibilities are rather low. Though it
must be said that it probably seemed the most appropriate choice at the time for a less
egalitarian society; where up till then higher forms of education were reserved for the elites.
However, this choice might have generated more desirable effects if an export- rather than
a substitution policy was chosen. Substitution policies logically work the best when domestic
markets are strong, as no external demand stimulates production. Relatively low wealth and
income distributions - through low employment figures - in a protected economy reduces
demand for domestically produced manufactures, as closed societies typically are unable to
produce for world markets due to inefficiencies in production. As this is usually the only
reason for creating and maintaining a protected economy.
For that reason, eventual chemical exports might have had four principal benefits. Firstly,
it would have been easier to reach genuine industries of scale, as the world market is the
largest market available. Another obvious benefit is that eventual exposure to world markets
183 Dirección Nacional de Estadistica y Censos, Censo Industrial 1954 (Buenos Aires 1960) 26-29. In the Argentine classifications of the metals and machinery sector, there
are principally three main sectors: Metales Excluida Maquinaria (metals, exclusive of machinery), Vehiculos y Maquinaria (Excluida la Electrica) (non-electrical vehicles
and machinery), and Maquinaria y Aparatos Electricos (electrical machinery and appliances). The first is completely concerned with the production of consumer goods. The
second with the construction and reparation of non-electrical vehicles and machinery, including the building of spare parts. The final category is concerned with the
construction, and reparation of electrical machinery and appliances.
184 Gerchunoff and Fajgelbaum, ¿Porque Argentina no fue Australia? 71-82.
185 Tulchin, J.S. Argentina and the Unites States 106.
186 Gallo, A. ‘Argentina-Australia: Growth and Divergence in the Twentieth Century’ paper presented at: Session 97 “Settler Economies in World History” XIV
International Economic History Congress Helsinki-Finaland 21-25 August 2006 (Helsinki 2006) 18.
187 As has been pointed out in de second chapter, ES have mentioned the negative effects of high inequality levels with regards to the distribution of basic education. This
was reflected in relatively low enrolment rates for basic and or practical education, while this phenomenon was accompanied by relatively high enrolment rates in higher
education.
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would have forced Argentine production to the highest contemporary standards, through
mechanisms of competition. Thirdly, since the chemical sector is an advanced sector, export
earnings gained through this sector might have been reinvested in vital public goods, such as
health care and education, and R&D of other advanced industries. Finally, chemical exports
would have been another source of foreign income, diversifying export incomes away from
agricultural products. In light of the comparison this was especially necessary for Argentina,
as it had no substantial, easily exploitable resource-base; as Australia did. The balance of
payments would in that case not have had to rely solely on agricultural products, that have
relatively inelastic production capacities. Furthermore, world markets for agricultural
products after 1945 were relatively decreasing, since world trade was increasingly between
the industrialized nations, rather than between the industrialized world and the primary
product producers, such as Argentina and Australia.
This stimulation of the chemical industry was made possible by a substantive redirection
of foreign capital. With regards to the foreign investments in the productive sectors, i.e. those
economic sectors concerned with the production of tangible goods; the investment of foreign
capital went from traditional consumption products and agricultural products into the
production of capital stock (bienes de inversion) and the chemical industry. An illustration of
the importance of the Argentine chemical industry during the late 1940s and early 1950s, can
be seen in the fact that in 1949, 13% of foreign capital resided in the chemical industries
(including pharmaceuticals, paints and varnishes, perfumes and cosmetics), this had increased
substantially to 21% in 1953, and reduced marginally to 19.1% in 1955.188
The general reduction of scale in the Argentine manufacturing industries that was found
between 1950 and 1954 is probably explained by the aforementioned reductions in the supply
of foreign credit. The means to sustain a substantial manufacturing sector and a system of
social welfare became seriously strained. Argentina always had been the more dependent of
the two countries with regards to access to foreign capital. The domestic savings were low,
and well into the twentieth century, impersonal capital supplies were comparatively scarce.189
De-scaling might also be explained by the high prices for fixed capital that Taylor found,
where in Buenos Aires relative prices were at times two to three times the ones in other major
US cities.190
After 1945, the Australian economy benefited from the economic transformation provided
by the war, and its government stimulated the economy even further. Four principal
arguments were made for this extended industrialization. These arguments were mutually
reinforcing: 1) population maximalization; 2) full employment; 3) defensive arguments; 4)
balance of payments arguments. For example, it started to finance applied research, technical
education and academic investigation. The war also made clear that Australia was capable of
producing high-technological goods, including machine tools. The Australian government
also set industrialization and diversification as goals. Foreign companies were successfully
encouraged to come to Australia.191 The start of the boost in LP levels from the early 1950s

188 Banco de Análisis y Computación. Sociedad de Responsabilidad Limitada. Consultora de Investigaciones Económicas y Estadísticas (ed) Relevamiento Estadístico de la
Economía Argentina 1900-1980. Primera parte (Buenos Aires 1982) 100-101. With regards to foreign investments that were destined for the production of industrial
chemicals: in 1953 12.7% of foreign capital resided in this sector, whilst in 1955 this percentage had been reduced to 9.6%.
189 Pineda, Y. ‘Analysis of Manufacturing Strategies and Profits: Industrial Development in Argentina, 1904-1930’ in Business and Economic History On-Line vol 1 (2003)
pp: 1-30. available at: http://www.thebhc,org/publications/BEHonline/2003/Pineda.pdf ;Pineda, Y. ‘Manufacturing profits and strategies in Argentine industrial development,
1904-1930’ in: Business History vol 49, nr 2 (2007) pp: 186-210.
190 Taylor, ‘Three phases of Argentine Economic Growth’ 10.
191 Meredith, D. and Dyster, B. Australia in the Global Economy. 197-201 After the war, Australia was seen as demographically vulnerable in a future conflict. Having a
substantial population might provide the manpower against potential enemies. Furthermore, a sufficient labor base for manufacturing (labor input) was needed en for a larger
population, manufacturing was seen as the only sector which could provide in that need. So the first two arguments were mutually reinforcing. The defensive arguments were
not particularly aimed at increased defense spending, but were more autarchic in nature. After 1945, Australia did not want to be to dependent on foreign manufacturing and
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can be ascribed to these wartime experiences and postwar policies. The lagged effect (1945early1950s) might reasonably be credited to a reconstruction period.
In the 1950s and the first half of the 1960s, Australia was seen as a successful industrial
nation, however, in the course of the 1960s domestic criticism against the inward-oriented
policies increased. Australian manufacturing was too dependent on foreign capital and
technology. Furthermore, the protective policies, which initially had encouraged
manufacturing development, were increasingly encouraging inefficient production. Moreover,
the aforementioned rise of the Asian economies, which based their growth on successful
industrialization programs, were now competing with Australian manufactures, in spite of
high tariff walls and other protective measures. The second resource boom did increase
foreign currency supplies, but it also caused effects reminiscent of the Dutch disease, thereby
further eroding the position of Australian manufacturers. Because of the above, the position of
Australian manufacturing in the early 1970s became increasingly difficult.192 This should
place the comparative Australian success vis-à-vis Argentine divergence into its proper
perspective, and gives some credit to Wynia’s argument.
§ 4.2: Deep causes:
Below, the deep causes behind the divergence will be presented as these provided the context
wherein the divergence took place. The deep causes will be organized along the lines of
chapter two. There, first the externalities were mentioned, which included arguments based on
geography, and the international environment. Thereafter, the endogenous situation in
Argentina and Australia was covered. That section will include arguments based on the level
of domestic policies and entrepreneurship on the one hand, and inequality levels on the other.
The first section therefore predominantly deals with the geographical and trade arguments,
whilst the second section will primarily deal with institutions, as they describe the rules of the
game.
§ 4.2.1: Geography and the international environment
Although this thesis focus on the development of the manufacturing sector, it is still important
to note how the performance of the primary product exports sectors was, since these remained
the ultimate carriers of economic growth. For Argentina in particular, from Perón onwards,
ISI policies were financed by the earnings from agricultural exports.
One could argue that the geographical location of Australia gave it an comparative
advantage over Argentina. At the turn of the former centuries, both Australia and Argentina
were still economically dependent on the export of primary products to Europe, but when the
European markets became less accessible as a result of the Great Depression and the Second
World War (including its aftermath), Argentina could not in the same manner as Australia
redirect its export-markets. Australia was able to offset some of the effects of this negative
trade shock by profiting from increased demand of the emerging Asian markets (especially
Japan), but Argentina could not as easily substitute its export markets to the USA or LatinAmerica. Japan and the other industrializing countries in East-Asia demanded a continuous
supply of mineral resources, which Australia could deliver. This element became increasingly
important from the mid-1960s, when Australia experienced its second resource boom.
Through the exports of these mineral resources, Australia acquired foreign currency and
trade-based relieve for its balance of payments.

capital goods. therefore it wanted to build a varied manufacturing base. The balance of payments argument runs in line with the former argument. If an economy produces its
own manufactures, it doesn’t need to import them, hence relieving the balance of payments.
192 Macintyre, S. A Concise History of Australia (Cambridge 2004) 199-241. (Second edition).
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Evidently, access to foreign export markets remained an important factor for the
manufacturing developmental trajectories of both Argentina and Australia, as both countries
remained economically dependable on exports of primary exports. This applied especially to
Argentina, since it needed both more intermediate goods and natural resources from abroad.
In terms of Perón’s far reaching plans to transform the Argentine economy and society, his
aims were to pay for the industrialization of the Argentine economy by the export of primary
products. That is, by redistributing directly the export incomes from agricultural exports to
finance his politically constructed manufacturing program. Clearly, Australia’s experience as
a mineral exporting country was more nuanced in this respect. It did not have significant
problems acquiring natural resources for its manufacturing sector as Argentina did.193
Additionally, Australia was also less dependant on foreign capital than Argentina as a
consequence of both higher domestic savings, and relatively higher production rates of
intermediate goods.194
In short, Australia’s economy was less dependent on the outside world than Argentina,
particularly in terms of the supply of natural resources. However, since an abundance of
natural resources can become a curse under rent-seeking political elites and growth-impeding
institutions, it remains questionable whether Argentina would have been better of with
them.195 What would Argentina with its unstable politics and political climate have been like
if it had this abundance of mineral resources? Drawing upon the experience of other
politically unstable countries, the hypothetical outcome of such a scenario does not look
bright. One could reasonably argue that the Argentineans would have been worse off.
However, such speculations are beyond the scope of this thesis. This does not entail though,
that such assumptions have not been made in the literature (see Ch2, GF) on the AustralianArgentinean divergence. The geographic and trade arguments unaccompanied by institutional
arguments, therefore, seem to provide only a partial explanation of the eventual Argentine
economic retardation.
§ 4.2.2: Political order, entrepreneurship, and inequality
In this subsection, the differences in the institutional structures of both countries will be
analyzed, in order to supplement the geographical and market integration arguments.196 These
differences in the levels of political order, entrepreneurship, and inequality are quite
significant; and they can be traced back to the origins of the two countries and the historical
trajectories they have taken since. As has been pointed out by Loyd and Metzer, through
changes in property rights to the land, the hold of the landed classes on the political-economy
was broken down in Australia in the late-nineteenth century. Consequently, by the midnineteenth century, the urban commercial centers had secured greater political influence,
enhancing liberal-oriented interests. In contrast, the ability of the commercial sector in
Argentina to exercise a similar degree of political influence became hampered by the
domination of frontier oligarchs and rural interests. Clearly, the institutional framework that
had been exported by the British to Australia, breaking down the power of oligarchs, was

193 See, for example GF’s argument in the second chapter.
194 On domestic savings, see Taylor’s argument and comparative rates. Meredith, D. and Dyster, B. Australia in the Global Economy. Continuity and Change (Cambridge
1999) 135-141, 172. have demonstrated that Australia, as it had a heavy industry, was able to produce intermediate and capital goods, WWII was a crucible in that respect.
195 Note here that rent-seeking behaviour in manufacturing can actually be a boost as it could work as an incentive for further technological development, increasing
productivity. However, due to inelastic nature of the agricultural sector, rent-seeking behaviour there hampers economic development.
196 North, ‘Prologue’.in: Drobak, J.N. and Nye, J.V.C. (eds), The Frontiers of the New Institutional Economics (San Diego 1997), 6: “the rules of the game of a society,” the
framework of incentives that shape economic, political, and social organization.”. These institutions and the social arrangements they entail provide both formal and informal
rules and regulations. For economic development in particular “the transaction and transformation (production) costs that make up the total costs of production.” are shaped
by institutions.
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better able to promote the benefits of commercial competition and trade, than the institutional
framework in Argentina.197
Greater Australian political stability, in turn, made feasible the governmental stimulation
of economic development. Since political turmoil caused by centuries of high inequality
levels and the Spanish colonial heritage, made this more difficult to realize in Argentina; as
the political elite had to divert much of its energy to stay in power and keep their power
structure stable. Not only do such fragile political equilibria frequently lead to corruption,
thereby increasing transaction costs, it also disables them to create a growth-promoting
institutional frameworks that effectively protects and enforces property rights.198 Moreover,
this instability also made Argentina more vulnerable and more dependent to external
influences than Australia. Recognizing the combination of inequality and political order, this
thesis combines the arguments based on political disorder (NSW, Landes, etc), and high
inequality levels (ES, Willebald).
Therefore, one important difference between the economic trajectories of Australia and
Argentina, is that the former’s industrialization process started several decades earlier. Both in
terms of the years when it started (in earnest), and relative to the timespan from the
achievement of independence. Australia started out industrializing from its inception (1901),
while Argentina started more than a century after its independence (1930s).199 See for
example figure 3 in the introduction, where the manufacturing’s share of total EAP increased
rapidly between 1901 and 1911. Australia was also more vigorous in its pursuit of
industrialization. More industrialization-supporting institutions were created and the attitude
of the elites towards the industrialization process were less ambivalent compared to that of
Argentina.200 In short, Australia deliberately choose to industrialize, while Argentina was
reluctant and forced by external circumstances.201 Different scholars have observed that the
most important stimuli for industrialization in Argentina came from outside, and the above
exposition offers a strong case for arguments based on entrepreneurship and the lack thereof.
This essential difference was also observed by Armstrong: “The clearer perception of the
need to encourage diversified national development, which was held by the ruling coalition
and by the state of Canada and Australia, may be one of the elements distinguishing their
evolutionary paths from that of Argentina.”202 For Australia in particular Armstrong added
that this country was “more single-minded” in its pursuit of industrialization, and that distance
from industrialized markets proved beneficial. It is the proposal of this thesis that this
perception of the need to diversify away from agriculture was not just a possible explanation,
but rather one of the key factors explaining the Argentine divergence from Australia.
Encouraging this industrialization process in Australia (but not in Argentina) was the rise of
197 Loyd, C. Metzer, J. ‘Settler Colonization and Societies in History: Patterns and Concepts’ XIVth International Economic History Congress (Helsinki, Finland, 21-25
August 2006) 17. These two authors agree with Armstrong, who is discussed in chapter two.
198 It is important to recollect what ES and NSW have stated with regards to all kinds of problems associated with initial inequality: political instability, the lack of credible
commitments, unequal access to primary (and other) education, hampered development of financial institutions such as insurance, and an impersonal credit supply – with the
lack of insurance companies further hampering the development of corporate companies.
199 Official Argentine independence in 1816. On Australian early industrialization, see McLean, I.W., Taylor, A.M. ‘Australian Growth: A California Perspective’ from:
NBER Working Paper series. Working Paper 8408 (Cambridge Massachusetts 2001) 9: “After federation (1901) there occurred a dramatic shift in what may loosely be
described as the country’s growth strategy. The key objectives were to increase population via immigration; to expand employment in manufacturing (given the end to the
spread of rural settlement and opportunities for employment growth in agriculture); to maintain the high level of real wages (especially for the unskilled) which had been
achieved in the prosperous decades after the gold rushes; and to reduce the volatility in economic activity that was associated with exposure to the vagaries of international
commodity and capital markets (as revealed in the depression of the 1890s), and associated also with dependence on a narrow economic base (in agriculture).”
200 Goodrich, C. ‘Argentina as a new country’ in: Comparative Studies in Society and History, vol 7, no 1 (Cambridge, Oct 1964) 78.
201 Meredith and Dyster, Australia in the Global Economy. 103-108. In Australia during the 1920s, protectionism was already “intellectual orthodoxy” While in Argentina,
during the 1930s, with the exception of a small group of nationalists, economic development for Argentina was still seen to reside with the exports of primary products..
Rock, D. Argentina 1526-1987. From Spanish Colonization to the Falklands War and Alfosín (London 1987) 231-238.
202 Armstrong, W., ‘Social Origins of Industrial Growth: Canada, Argentina and Australia, 1870-1930’ in: Platt, D.C.M., and Di Tella, G. (eds), Argentina, Australia &
Canada. Studies in Comparative Development, 1870-1965 (Oxford 1985) 84-85. Emphasis added, not in the original text.
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the middle-income family farms after the power of the landed oligarchs had been broken.
These families exercised a demand for domestically produced manufactures, as imports were
often too expensive. This in turn created more back- and forward linkages stimulating
manufacturing development.203 Thus, the level of entrepreneurship and the quality of policy
choices, seem to be heavily influenced by inequality levels.
This role of income and wealth distribution has been emphasized to a greater extent by
Willebald and Bértola. They argue that arrangements in income distribution, as well as the
types of branches wherein manufacturing take place, matters for long-term economic
outcomes.204 This hypothesis is supported by the observation of early development of heavy
industry in Australia. The Argentineans, however, failed to rise above manufacturing
production based on the imports of both intermediate goods and other resources.205 This can
be explained by the fact that for the greater part of the period under investigation, Argentine
manufacturing focused predominantly on the production of consumer durables. These
differences are also reflected in the figures of the former chapter. The example of the 1940s
and 1950s metal sector in Argentina proves illustrative of this, where very often this sector
was present in the form of repair shops, repairing capital goods and manufacturing inputs
rather than producing them.206 Repair shops may appear relatively productive in terms of LP,
but the qualitative difference between a repair shop and a producing factory is significant.
Another important difference in the manufacturing trajectories can be located in the sociocultural institutions, where institutions are here understood in the broad definition, including
North’s ‘rules of the game’, and institutions as organizations.207 Australia is typically defined
to be an egalitarian society both before and after its establishment as a federation. This sociocultural structure is reflected by the foundation and workings of the Industrial Arbitration
courts. These courts were just one part of the aforementioned industrialization-supporting
institutions, but their existence highlights the manner in which ‘blue-collar workers’ were an
established part of Australian society. Access to legal instruments and equality before the law
were broad-based prerogatives.208
This is in sharp contrast to the Argentinean case. There, class distinctions were of greater
significance and social mobility remained much more restricted. Exemplary for this is the fact
that Argentine workers arrived at their work in suit and tie, changing clothes at their
workplace. In this, they were taking on the physical characteristics of the upper and middle
classes. Union members would even protest in suit and tie in order to improve their
legitimacy.209 Furthermore, Australia had the first labour government in the world, even
before continental European countries. The differences in the social positions of the bluecollar workers – well into the twentieth century - is another indicator of comparatively high
inequality levels in Argentina versus high equality levels in Australia.
In Argentina however, unions were marginalized, and as was pointed out in the previous
section, they became tools of the government, rather than that they were independent

203 Ibid, 85-86.
204 Willebald, H. and Bértola L. ‘Distribution, Structural Change and Economic Performance in Settler Societies, 1870-2000’ paper presented at: Session 97 “Settler
Economies in World History” XIV International Economic History Congress Helsinki-Finaland 21-25 August 2006 (Helsinki 2006) pp: 1-18.
205 Macintyre, A Concise History of Australia 162-163. Heavy industry in Australia got its first stimulation during the Great War, when it was cut off from advanced
German industry. Its first great steel plants were erected in 1915.
206 Barbero, M.I. and Rocchi, F. ‘Industry’ in: Della Paolera, G. and Taylor, A.M. A New Economic History of Argentina (Cambridge 2003) 272-290.
207 North’s rules of the game versus his definition of organizations: “The separation of institutions from organizations is crucial if one is to get a handle on the dynamics of
institutional change […]. Institutions are the rules of the game and organizations are the players.” North, D.C. ‘Institutions and Credible Commitment’ in: Journal of
institutional and theoretical economics: JITE vol 149, is 1, (1993) 12.
208 Rickhardt, J. The Present and the Past. Australia. A Cultural History (New York 1996) 90-91.
209 Horowitz, J. Argentine Unions, The state & The Rise of Peron, 1930-1945 (Berkeley 1990) 2. “The dominant mores were those of the middle and upper classes. Laborers
carried their work clothes rather than wear them in the street.” “In Argentine society, it was not acceptable to be a worker.”
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institutions promoting worker’s rights.210 David Landes has pointed out that differing colonial
heritages leaded to different attitudes towards manufacturing. Argentina, which was
predominantly Spanish and later Italian in its cultural heritage and institutions, was ‘too
Mediterranean’ in its work ethics.211 According to Landes, men in such a society are
susceptible to conspicuous consumption and idle behavior. It was not without a reason in this
respect, that most of the manufacturing activities in Argentina were carried out by foreigners.
Either in the form of large companies, which were after WWI often American; or as the small
workshops, who were often operated by immigrants.212 However, it must be said that many
large manufacturing establishments in Australia were also foreign and mostly American.213
This relatively low social mobility in Argentina is also observed in the comparative
literacy rates. Following ES’ thesis that levels of inequality hold explanatory power over the
persistent low enrolment in primary education, one should acknowledge that the basic level of
education was more equitably distributed in Australia than in Argentina. To support this
argument, the literacy rates of both countries will be presented. At the end of the nineteenth
century, just over half of the Argentine population was illiterate (53.3% in 1895). Meanwhile,
in Australia this figure was less than a quarter; 24.6% in 1891, and 20.0% in 1901. Whilst
illiteracy rates in Argentina at the eve of the First World War (1913) were clearly above onethird (35.9%). In contemporary Australia, this figure was less than one-sixth (15.5%) in 1911.
The Argentine figure for 1913 is only comparable with the Australian figure of 1871, which
was 37.6%. However, those rates were accomplished more than forty years prior in Australia.
In 1947, Argentine illiteracy rates were comparable to those of Australia in 1911; 13.6% in
1947, to 15.5% in 1911.214 This again demonstrates a lag of (nearly) forty years. One final
example: in the 1960s and 1970s, only 50% of the Argentine pupils finished primary
education, a proportion that was comparable with half a century before; whilst 22% finished
secondary education.215
In addition, Willebald concluded that there is a strong correlation between high levels of
inequality, and specialization: “The evidence shows that economies with high inequality tend
to conform trade and productive structures with low incorporation of knowledge to the
production [process].”216 Therefore these productive structures relatively do not add much
value. Furthermore, high inequality levels tend to result in demand structures that do not
foster the development of domestically produced manufactures. With high inequality levels,
middle income groups tend to be relatively small. This is troublesome for the development of
a domestic manufacturing sector, as these groups show the greatest demand for local
manufactures. Lower income groups tend to spent relatively more on necessities, such as
food, housing and textiles; and as such, they do not exercise much demand for manufactures.
High income groups on the other hand spend more on services and highly technological
goods, which often need to be imported from abroad.
In the next chapter, the findings of this thesis will be presented. Certain key issues will be
revisited, humble suggestions for future studies shall be brought forward, and the limitations
of this thesis will be explored. Furthermore, the lessons learned from this thesis shall be
210 Ibidem, 1-8, 216-228.
211 Landes, The Wealth and Poverty of Nations 315-328.
212 Barbero and Rocchi, ‘Industry’ 272-290.; Rock Argentina 1526-1987 231-238.
213 Macintyre, A Concise History of Australia 199-210.
214 Argentina: De Lattes, Z. and Lattes, A.E. La población de Argentina (Buenos Aires 1973) 79. ; Australia: Commonwealth Bureau of Census and Statistics, Melbourne,
Official Year Book of the Commonwealth of Australia no 17.-1924 (Melbourne 1924) 476. The illiteracy rates for Australia were not presented in the yearbooks after the
1921 census. The implicit argument that is made in this thesis, is that after that census, these rates were negligible.
215 Rock, Argentina 1526-1987 320.
216 Willebald H. ‘Distribution, Specialization and Economic Performance in Settler Societies, 1870-2000’ draft paper for: primer Congreso Latinoamericano de Historia
Económica (2007) 2. This paper builds on a previous paper in cooperation with Bértola, L. See page 64.
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presented, whilst the practical applications that logically follow these lessons shall be
discussed.
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5. Conclusion
The motivation behind this research was an academic curiosity behind existing income
disparities; both between, and within nations. It was observed that most contemporary
developing nations gain revenues through the exports of primary products, and for that reason
it was postulated that an investigation of the economic development of such economies in the
past might shed light on the path that newly developing economies need to follow in order to
maximize sustainable growth. Two such economies were Argentina and Australia, since both
of these lived off the export of primary products.
The point of departure of this thesis was a clearly defined outcome: in terms of GDP per
capita there was a unmistakable divergence in the early to mid-1970s between Argentina and
Australia. This divergent outcome was placed in a comparative context wherein both cases
showed significant degrees of initial similarity, most of these being economic in nature. It was
then postulated that the assertion of this thesis is that this outcome was the result of structural
causes, and that these should primarily be located in differing manufacturing trajectories. That
is because manufacturing, in contrast to primary producing industries (principally: agricultural
and mining), has four distinctive advantages over these latter industries. It (1) provides a
diversification of an economy; (2) it absorbs (directly or indirectly) unemployment; (3) it
stimulates productivity (adds value); and (4) it stimulates technology.
Existing visions and approaches on the divergence and retardation of the Argentine
economic development were examined. These visions could be incorporated in a framework
borrowed from Rodrik, which classifies economic arguments in two main categories: deep
and proximate causes. As neither proximate nor deep causes could satisfactory clarify the
divergence, it was chosen to aim for an analysis that would incorporate both types of causes.
Along with these differences came a variety of timing moments. Four arguments were
recognized and these could then be classified into external and domestic arguments.
Timing is important as it helps in identifying the structural breaks in the economic
development paths. Crucial years that were indicated: 1913, 1929, 1950, and 1973. These
were seen as turning points in the comparison. There are sound reasons why these moments
proved to be turning points, as they can be seen to be accompanying major events. The first is
the First World War, when global trade that was centered around Europe and especially
Britain became seriously strained. The following moment was 1929, the year when the New
York stock market crashed and the world followed into a Great Depression. The third break
had a relation to a double phenomenon. The Second World War, and in Argentina, the
ascension of Juan D. Perón, although it may be said that the specific year is somewhat
arbitrarily chosen. Finally, 1973 was chosen as it was then that in terms of GDP per capita the
ultimate divergence occurred, while globally the steep surge in oil prices marked the end of
the global post-war economic growth.
Some of the specific differences between Argentina and Australia which influenced
economic growth could be located in different levels of capital accumulation; the geographic
positions and endowments of both countries, and the contrary traditions of political stability,
entrepreneurship, and equality between both societies. In the stage before the quantitative
analysis one could already observe the importance that the period of the 1930s and 1950s
would occupy in this comparative analysis. Think of the stock-market crash and the following
Great Depression, World War II, and the ascension of Juan D. Perón, It was not without a
reason that most scholars would time the divergence in these decades (see table 1, page 24).
With this background, the quantitative analysis was started, investigating typical
proximate causes. Three factors became almost immediately apparent, namely, that in the first
place, Argentine LP-performance was always below Australian levels. Second, the Argentine
pattern was more volatile than its Australian counterpart; whilst finally the structural break
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occurred in the first half of the 1950s. In that period, the Argentine productivity growth
stagnated, followed by a lagged growth in the last decade in the period under investigation;
while on the other side of the (southern) hemisphere, Australian productivity seriously took
off after decades of mild growth. It was also demonstrated that the differences in LP rates
were not caused by significant differences in labor inputs.
What was found was that the HPppe figures mildly paralleled the LP figure, and
furthermore, that a serious de-scaling in Argentina occurred between the censuses of 1950 and
1954. Ironically, operation scale in Australia fluctuated much more than in Argentina, while
the timing of these fluctuations could be readily explained by the effects of both the Great
Depression and the Second World War. Apparent was the relatively large difference in
operation scale amongst the two economies. In Australia, scale would on average be roughly
twice as large as in Argentina. In Argentina, operation scale remained stable (rigid) in the face
of LP fluctuations, whilst vice versa, Australian production was more flexible and LP
performance remained stable instead.
In the quantitative analysis, it was also suggested that in Argentina during the Second
World War fixed capital stood idle. Since LP increased from 1943 till 1946 in combination
with significant labor input rises, but with a decrease in HPppe (HPppe low in 1946, rather
than 1943), meaning that the relative amount of fixed capital (capital available per person
engaged) decreased. However, it is almost impossible to increase productivity without
increasing fixed capital, so for that reason it is argued that capital underutilization was being
undone. This suggested inefficient use of capital was confirmed in the literature.
In chapter four it was demonstrated that this capital underutilization was explained by the
nature of Argentine manufacturing. Efficient functioning of this sector was made dependable
on imported intermediary goods. Therefore, in times of crisis - such as the Second World War
- when international trade was made (physically) difficult, this sector could not function well.
As a matter of fact, Argentina did not only rely on the imports of physical inputs. It was also
comparatively dependent on external capital, both fixed (in a direct sense of equipment that
was being imported) and financial. Furthermore, it was also confirmed in the literature that
factory machinery and equipment in Argentina were outdated. In contrast, Australia had by
then profited from decades of stimulation of the manufacturing sector and entered World War
II with a modern manufacturing complex and the (skilled) personnel to operate it. During the
war, when it became directly threatened by the Japanese, it had to augment its production in
order to survive. Therefore, this war had the ironical effect of making the Australian economy
stronger than it had been in 1939.
Analyzing the sub-sectors, it has been demonstrated that Argentina had a comparative
advantage in the textile industries, the paper and book-binding industries, and the chemical
industries. From these three only the third is an advanced sector, while the other two are less
advanced. Significant was the timing of the rise of the chemical sector. It rose as an important
industry under Juan D. Perón and was accompanied by a relative redirection of foreign
capital. From the second half of the 1940s, the chemical sector was the carrier of Argentine
LP rates, and three activities accounted for more than half of value added in this sub-sector.
These included petrol products (mostly refineries), rubber products, and pharmaceuticals and
medicines. In Australia, the chemical sector was also the carrier of LP growth, yet it was not
as essential as in Argentina.
Another important difference between the sub-sectors seems to be located in the nature of
the metal and machinery sector. Through a quantitative and qualitative analysis, it was
concluded that the Argentine metals sector existed predominantly of small, artisan workshops,
that repaired existing machinery and produced spare parts for it. In Australia, the metal sector
was rather modern, consisting of comparatively large factories. In short, heavy industry was
existent in Australia, whilst in Argentina it was not.
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These variations in proximate circumstances could be ascribed to variations in the deep
conditions of both countries. It is true that Argentina was comparatively disadvantaged in its
natural endowments, however, it is highly unlikely that with its institutions and traditions, it
would have used these resources properly, even if they did (hypothetically) exist. Australia
had the proper institutions to make the most of the natural boons, while Argentina, being a
relatively instable state would probably not have used the mineral boons as well as the
Australians actually did. More equalitarian institutions (Industrial Arbitration Courts)
provided better distribution of income and wealth, in turn stimulating internal demand more
thoroughly. Of course, a more stable, representative, and accountable government provides
additional stimulus to economic development. As NSW have demonstrated, governments
lacking these qualities while situated in instable societies, have to divert a large amount of
their resources on safety and security, thus draining resources away for economic
development or other growth enhancing projects.
This then, is the crux of the matter. Since Perón had to appease different power factions,
he could not have singled out one particular sector for stimulation for a longer period of time,
causing the temporary neglect of other parts of society. He had to stimulate too many parts of
the society with limited and decreasing resources. This explains the sudden increase and
collapse before and after 1950 in terms of LP and the other indicators. Therefore, it is argued
that quick results were needed to appear effective to its supporters and enemies alike. Since
Argentine growth under Perón was based on a temporary solution, i.e. the exports of
agricultural products to a recovering European continent, its growth rates could not be
sustained through a longer period of time. In essence, a proximate situation was used in an
attempt to solve a deep and long-lasting problem. By overstretching, Perón jeopardized the
prospects for long-term economic growth [GF].
It seems that the chemical sector might have been one of the motors behind a hypothetical
long-term growth, although the possibilities to produce for foreign markets were limited, as
was illustrated by Willebald’s analysis of the narrow domestic demand structure. [Willebald]
In the literature, not much has been written about the Argentine chemical sector and the
society and economy at large. It is therefore recommended that such studies will be
undertaken in the future. Other limitations of this study were, as always, the limited available
size. A more comprehensive analysis could have revealed more relevant causes behind the
divergence. In particular an analysis investigating the differing educational systems in relation
to industrialization might shed interesting light on this comparative analysis. This might also
include a study, on ‘learning by doing’, or an on-the-job acquisition of work skills.
The benefits of this study lay primarily in acquiring knowledge on attempts at successfully
diversifying an economy away from primary product exports. Important lessons were learned
from this study: firstly, favorable, yet temporary circumstances should not be used as a
foundation for economic policy, like the Perón regime did, as he based his transforming
program on the premise of perpetual European misery. Moreover, high inequality levels are
seen to keep an economy locked in the inefficient development of financial institutions,
hamper the equitable distribution of primary education, and hamper the development of
middle income groups. In turn, these hinder the effective formation and accumulation of
financial, fixed and human capital, whilst the lack of middle income groups hamper demand
for manufactures. Inequality will also increase (political) instability, thereby reducing credible
commitments, and increasing transaction costs. These also have negative feed-back effects on
the effective formation and accumulation of capital. [GF, ES, Willebald, NSW].
These elements can block the serious development of manufacturing activities. It should
be noted that, in order for industrialization to be successful, the choice for such a growth and
development strategy should be made pro-actively (Australia); rather than that the
circumstances dictate the timing as was the case in Argentina [Landes, GF]. In addition, the
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nature of the manufacturing industries also have important consequences for its success. Is the
sector defined as import-substituting or can it export? Both Argentina and Australia followed
import substitution paths, but for Australia this was less harmful than for Argentina. Australia
could manufacture its own capital goods (equipment and machinery) and intermediate goods,
leaving it less dependent on foreign economies in two ways. (1) In a physical sense, important
in times of war; and (2) in a financial sense, as it relieves the balance of payments.
Finally, with regards to the nature of the manufacturing sector, it is also significant which
sub-sectors are the main components in sector. Are the main sub-sectors those that produce
technologically speaking ‘simple products’, i.e., sectors were the prospects for further
innovation is almost zero? Or, conversely, are the main sub-sectors those that still have some
prospects of further technological development? This thesis argues that it was promising that
Argentina had a comparative and sometimes, absolute, advantage in the chemical sector.
Sadly, within an ISI context, this is not the most useful sector to stimulate an economy since it
can only absorb a limited amount of people, thus the income and wealth distribution effects of
this sector are rather limited [Willebald]. The Australians, with their comparatively large
metals and machinery sector, had made a better choice. This sector can employ relatively
large amounts of people, whilst it can also more readily provide other sectors of the economy
with capital and intermediate goods.
However, the relative successes of the Argentine chemical industries demonstrate that the
Argentineans were not inherently unable to industrialize. It remains an open question if things
would have looked differently today, had Argentina chosen a more careful transformation
process and if it could have gotten rid of its relative inequality and its political turbulence that
impeded economic growth for the larger part of the second half of the last century.
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6. Appendix
Figure A1:Total Industry figures

Sources : Mitchell, B.R. International Historical Statistics. The Americas 1750-1993 (London 1998) 788,791.
(Fourth Edition). Mitchell, B.R. International Historical Statistics. Africa, Asia & Oceania 1750-1993 (London
1998) 1054. (Third Edition). Note: “Industry” is composed of manufacturing, mining, and public utilities.
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Figure A2: Alternative Comparative Labor Productivity, Argentina and Australia. Based on 1913 constant gold
prices and 1913 price index.

Sources: Argentina: see figure 4. The argentine gold prices were derived through the worth of the gold peso, the
peso oro selado. The conversion was: 1 peso oro selado = 1.6927 fine grams of gold. Australia: see figure 4,
gold prices are derived from the mineral statistics for the year 1913, also obtained from the official yearbooks.
Note: that in 1913, Australia still covered 10.15% of world gold production, while the gold prices for this
country have been derived from her mineral statistics of the yearbooks. Therefore the relative purchasing power
of Australian gold was relatively lower than those on the world market, where the Argentineans had to buy.
These higher rates might explain why Argentina seems to fare better in this figure than in the figure based on
1939 constant US dollars.
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Figure A3: The relative increases in the capital stocks, measured in the amount of horsepower, base 1935.

Sources: See figure 4.
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Primary Sources
Argentina
General note: For many censuses, the publication year could not retrieved as these dates were
not depicted in the censuses themselves. Even when looking at national online sites from
Argentina, it was impossible to retrieve this kind of information. One example will be given
here for the population census of 1960:
Título Censo nacional de población 1960
Publicación [Buenos Aires : Dirección Nacional de Estadística y Censos, 196-?]

On webpage:
http://www.bnm.me.gov.ar/cgibin/wxis.exe/opac/?IsisScript=opac/opac.xis&dbn=BINAM&src=link&tb=tem&query=CEN
SOS%20DE%20POBLACION&cantidad=10&formato=&sala=
For 1895:
Comisión Directiva (ed). Segundo censo de la República Argentina. Tomo III Censos
Complementarios (Buenos Aires 1898).
The second national census of Argentina, describing the year 1895. Manufacturing figures
found in the third volume, this volume is a complementary.
For 1910:
Ministerio de Agricultura. Dirección de comercio é industria, ‘Censo Industrial de la
República. Boletín no 13. Resumen General’ (Buenos Aires 1910) pp: 1-13 part of: Censo
Industrial y Comercial de la República Argentina 1908-1914 (Buenos Aires 1915).
An industrial census of the Argentine Republic of the year 1910. Thirteenth bulletin of a
larger series of bulletins (1908-1914) describing the economic state of the country and
different regions and provinces, as well as particular economic sectors. Published by the
ministry of agriculture in 1915.
For 1913:
Comisión Nacional (ed) Tercer Censo Nacional. Tomo VII Censo de las Industrias (Buenos
Aires 1917).
The third national census of 1913. The seventh volume was used where the industrial figures
were presented.
For 1935, 1937, 1939, 1941, 1943, and 1946:
Direccion Nacional de servicios tecnicos del estado. Direccion general del servicio estadistico
nacional, (ed) IV Censo General de la Nacion. Tomo III Censo Industrial 1947 (Buenos Aires
?).
The fourth national census of 1947. The third volume was used which presents the industrial
figures. This census was also used for the data of the years 1935, 1937, 1939, 1941, and 1943.
For 1948 and 1950:
Ministerio de Hacienda de la Nacional. Direccion Nacional de Estadistica y Censos, (ed)
Censo Industrial 1950 (Buenos Aires 1957).
The industrial census of 1950, which presents figures over the years 1950 and 1948.
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For 1953
Direccion Nacional de Estadistica y Censos, Censo Industrial 1954 (Buenos Aires 1960)
The industrial census of 1954, which presents the figures of 1953.
For 1960
Censo Nacional de Poblacion 1960. Tomo I Total del Pais (Buenos Aires 196-?)
The 1960 population census, where the first volume was used. The first volume presents the
national figures, other volumes are centered on other geographical regions of the country, i.e
provinces, territories, and capital region.
For 1963/1964
Secretaria del Consejo Nacional de Desarrollo. Instituto Nacional de Estadistica y Censos (ed)
Censo Nacional Economico 1963. Resultado Generales. (Buenos Aires ?)
The 1963 national economic census presenting the figures of the years 1963 and 1964.
Depending on the variables or indicators, some describe the year 1963 and some 1964.
For 1973/1974:
Republica Argentina. Ministerio de Economia. Instituto Nacional de Esatdistica y Censos,
(ed) Censo Nacional Economico 1974. Total del Pais. Industria Resultados Definitivos.
(Buenos Aires 1974)
The economic census of 1974, Volume used which presents the national industrial figures of
1973/74.
Australia
For 1901-1975
Commonwealth Bureau of Census and Statistics, Melbourne, Official Year Book of the
Commonwealth of Australia (Melbourne 1907-1976) no.1-no.61
Note that for some years, no yearbooks were published, whilst other publications cover
multiple years. These yearbooks were very comprehensive and covered population,
manufacturing, mining and other data (census) used in this thesis.
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